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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Watershed Planning and the LWMP
The Brunette watershed (also called the Brunette Basin) is a 73 square kilometre, highly urbanized area
located in the Greater Vancouver region, that drains to the Fraser River. The watershed falls within the
five municipalities of Vancouver, Burnaby, Port Moody, Coquitlam and New Westminster. It contains
major concentrated economic growth centres, dense industrial and residential areas, major traffic and
utility corridors, dense road networks and a population of over 175,000 people. Over 20 percent of the
watershed area currently exists as protected park, water bodies, wetlands or undeveloped green space.
Watersheds are now widely recognized as the fundamental and natural management level for the
protection and use of water. To protect the waterways, government agencies at all levels and other
stakeholders must plan and care for the water, land, land/water interactions, human activities, aquatic life,
wildlife and wildlife habitat and other aquatic resources within the watershed. As part of the GVRD’s
Liquid Waste Management Plan (LWMP) process, the Brunette Basin municipalities agreed to undertake
a pilot watershed-based planning project.
Brunette Basin Overview and Issues
The main open channel flows approximately 17 km from near the Vancouver/Burnaby municipal boundary
through the silt, clay and peat deposits of the relatively flat valley lowlands to the Brunette River mouth in
New Westminster. The channel drops about 30m in elevation over this traverse. In contrast, the
headwaters and tributaries flow down the steeper side slopes and hills of the valley through glacial till,
gravel and sand.
The hydrology of the watershed is typical of an urbanized basin with reduced cover permeability and
water storage on the land base. This results in extreme flow regimes: high peak wet weather to dry
weather flow ratios, a flashy storm hydrograph, and low summer baseflows. The flashy high flows create
problems such as frequent minor flooding, downcutting, bank erosion and instability, increased sediment
load in the stream, and infilling. Low flows in the summer, which contribute to high water temperatures
and low dissolved oxygen levels in some reaches of the system, can be significant impediments to fisheries
resources.
The watershed is about 80% developed with just over 20% remaining as green space, largely in the form
of lakes, parks and protected areas. Although this overall ratio will likely remain constant, the character of
the watershed landscape is dynamic. Changes or activities at the local level and densification within
existing zoning can impact individual streams or, in a cumulative sense, the whole watershed.
Watershed Goal and Objectives
To facilitate a consensus based watershed plan, a multi-agency Brunette Basin Task Group was formed in
1997. The BBTG immediately recognized the following key considerations in developing the plan:
•

The plan must reflect participating municipalities’ desire to retain flexibility to adjust and re-prioritize
the recommendations in the plan in accordance with their own priorities and budgetary constraints.

•

At the same time, participating stakeholders will expect to secure a mutual commitment toward
implementation of the plan.

The group sought to develop a plan to incorporate current initiatives and fill identified “gaps”. One of the
first tasks was to develop an overall goal, or vision, and objectives for the Brunette Basin planning process:
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Overall Goal
To protect or enhance the integrity of the aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and the human
populations they support in a manner that accommodates growth and development.

Environmental: protect or enhance aquatic habitat, terrestrial habitat and biodiversity
Social: enhance recreational opportunities and minimize health and safety impacts related to flooding and poor water
quality

Financial: minimize the cost of carrying out the plan and minimize property damage due to flooding
Learning: increase the understanding of natural systems and the impact of the plan on these systems and human
health

During the subsequent planning process, the following workplan and schedule evolved.

Identify goals & objectives

Public Open House, Nov. 6,
1997

Identify & evaluate issues

Identify options

Public Workshop, June 4, 1998

Evaluate options
reviewed public workshop
input
detailed evaluation on subwatershed
level - Stoney Creek Stormwater Plan
detailed floodplain study for main
channel
stream corridor habitat inventory and
stream classification project
formulated strategic options

Draft watershed plan

Public Workshop, June 10, 1999

Public Workshop, May 25, 2000

Draft final plan &
action program
Implement, monitor &
evaluate

Community/
government projects

long term
planning
cycle
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Key Option Themes
The BBTG proposes Impervious Areas, Stream Corridor Protection and Source Control as the
three key option themes for urban watershed planning. Other issues and objectives are inter-related
through the three key option themes.
OBJECTIVES
Environmental: protect or
enhance aquatic habitat,
terrestrial habitat and
biodiversity

ISSUES
Loss of Habitat

Water Quality
Social: enhance recreational
opportunities and minimize
health and safety impacts
related to flooding and poor
water quality

Financial: minimize the cost of
carrying out the plan and
minimize property damage due
to flooding

Learning: increase the
understanding of natural
systems and the impact of the
plan on these systems and
human health; increase
opportunities for public learning

Erosion

Flooding

Recreation /
Aesthetics

OPTIONS
Key Themes
Impervious Areas: Minimize
increases and strive for longterm reduction through Best
Management Practices (BMPs).
Stream Corridor Protection:
Protection of stream corridors
and riparian areas, and longterm establishment of effective
buffer, to benefit stream habitat,
recreational use and flood
protection.
Source Control: Education
and application of source control
best management practices
(BMPs) for sediment control,
non-point source pollution and
spills.

Strategic Options
Education /
Involvement

Subwatershed Planning
Project/Site Planning

Evaluation Tools
The group recognized that each stakeholder agency, in particular the municipalities, would necessarily
have to evaluate potential options within their own technical and political process, and balance them within
each agency’s own priorities, resources and constraints.
Therefore, the evaluation approach focused on developing a strategic and guiding framework that would
help to ensure that stakeholder agencies would work in concert in implementing watershed options and
that those options would help to achieve the watershed objectives. The option evaluation framework was
developed by examining a series of projects: the Floodplain Mapping project, the Stoney Creek
Stormwater Management Strategy project, and the development of Decision Criteria (that led to
carrying out a Basin Stream Inventory, developing a Stream Corridor Evaluation System and a
Site/Project Evaluation Checklist). These projects serve two main purposes:
1. To gain insight on the existing watershed condition and potential implications of some of the
management options.
2. To provide tools which can potentially be used within the evaluation framework by Brunette
watershed agencies to guide or prioritize implementation of management options according to
watershed objectives.
Strategic Options
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The BBTG defined more specific strategic options at the watershed scale under the broad categories of
Policies, Principles and Bylaws; Education and Stewardship Programs; and Improvement Programs and
developed the following decision matrix.
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Strategic Options and Benefits Matrix

A.
1
2*
3
4
5
6*

7
8
9

B.
1
2
3*
4*

Policies, Principles and Bylaws
Develop floodplain management strategy and associated bylaws
Delineate existing riparian, wetland and flood storage areas and establish policy to protect
from development, construction impacts, new utilities or facilities, etc.
Develop watercourse protection and sediment and erosion control bylaw
Establish, mark and enforce suitable right-of-way/easements for maintenance
Consider property acquisition of riparian, wetland and flood storage areas where local planning process
provides opportunity
Integrate
stormwater management and BMP guide with land use planning tools - policy
statements in Official Community Plans and zoning and subdivision bylaws; establish
effective impervious area reduction guidelines or bylaw
Develop subwatershed stormwater management plans
Improve fish passage and enhance/revegetate as part of facility repair or upgrades
Consider daylighting where local planning process provides opportunity

February 2001
Stream Corrridor
Management Approach

Habitat /
Fish

Water
Quality

Flooding

Erosion Recreatio Education
n/
/
Aesthetics Involvement

Protect

4

4

4

4

Protect

4

4

4

4

4

Protect

4

4

4

4

4

4

Protect

4

4

4

Protect

4

4

4

4

4

4

Protect, Enhance

4

4

4

4

All levels

4

4

4

4

Enhance

4

Rehabilitate

4

4

4

4

4
4

4

4

Education and Stewardship Programs (Education programs have the potential to address any or all objectives. Therefore benefits not checked for this group.)
Municipal and district staff training
All levels

Contractor/developers program
General public program on watershed protection
School curriculum program

All levels
All levels
All levels

5

Local stream restoration activities/festivals (cleanups, planting, invasive species control)

6

Signage/Kiosks as part of Greenways

7

Riparian landowner contact program

All levels

8

Recognition/Awards program in business and resident categories

All levels

All levels
All levels

C. Improvement Programs
1

Sewer rehabilitation program - Inflow/Infiltration and cross-connection elimination

Protect

4

2*

Flood management strategy

Protect

4

4

3

Spill response program - review and clarify

Protect

4

4
4

4

Bank erosion control and revegetation strategy, bank stabilization and enhancement, bioengineering

Protect, Enhance

4

5

Fish passage improvements

Enhance

4

6

Greenways and recreational corridors incorporating streams

Enhance

4

7

Baseflow augmentation; infiltration basins

Enhance

4

4

8

Riffle weirs

Enhance

4

4

Enhance/Rehabilitat

4

9

Culvert upgrades or bridge replacement

10

Wetland, wet or dry detention pond, biofiltration pond

Rehabilitate

4

11

Stream complexing and off-channel habitat; reduce channelization

Rehabilitate

4

12

Dredging Burnaby Lake

Rehabilitate

4

4
4

4
4
4

4
4

4

4
4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4
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* Top option in each category (including ties) as selected during public consultation process (see Appendix D)
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Brunette Basin Guiding Principles
I.
Impervious Area
The increase of impervious area should be minimized and stakeholder agencies should
strive for long-term reduction of existing impervious area through Best Management
Practices (BMPs).
II.

III.

Stream Corridor Protection
A.

Stakeholder agencies should protect existing stream habitat and riparian areas and
establish an effective buffer over the long-term.

B.

Development within the watershed should employ stormwater Best Management
Practices (BMPs) to reduce post development runoff and maintain and augment
baseflows.

C.

New instream structures should be designed to accommodate fish passage.

D.

The stream corridors should be protected and managed with a balanced approach to
stormwater conveyance, protection of life and property from flooding, aquatic habitat
protection and recreational use.

E.

The watershed strategies developed under the plan must be cost effective, affordable and
reliable.

Integrated Approach (BBTG discussions evolved this section from its initial Source Control
title to more fully reflect its intended purpose)
A.

The strategic options should be integrated with land use planning, operations and
maintenance, development programs, and other agency programs.

B.

Stormwater management and stream enhancement activities within the watershed should
be coordinated to provide continued and effective partnership and participation among all
levels of government, regulatory agencies, businesses and the local community.

Implementation
The BBTG proposes the following recommendations to initiate plan implementation:
1. That the vision, objectives and guiding principles for the watershed be adopted by all
stakeholder agencies.
2. That the proposed strategic management options be approved in principle and detailed
work program be developed for approval by stakeholder agencies in accordance with the
elements contained in the watershed plan. The Strategic Options and Actions Tables presented
in Section 4.4.3, and the next steps proposed, can be used as reference starting points for developing
work programs.
3. That consideration be given to the establishment of a watershed coordinating committee.
Such a committee would help ensure that a watershed approach for the Brunette Basin continues, by
helping to:
•

fulfill the LWMP Stormwater Management Plan’s guiding principle of striving to plan at the
watershed scale;
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•

coordinate and harmonize stormwater management and stream enhancement projects within
the watershed;

•

provide opportunities for partnerships and participation, pooling of funding, and sharing of
resources and expertise;

•

facilitate the exchange of information between stakeholders and with other processes such as
the stormwater management and environmental assessment work of the Liquid Waste
Management Plan;

•

continue to develop and refine the Stream Corridor Evaluation System (SCES) and consider
its role in watershed management decisions and environmental performance monitoring;

•

monitor plan implementation and effectiveness, including preparation of a biennial watershed
progress report; and,

•

encourage watershed activities that are in accordance with, or in the spirit of the vision,
objectives, strategic options and guiding principles for the watershed presented in this plan.

If the plan is approved, a detailed Terms of Reference and structure for the coordinating committee
should be developed.
4. That continuing the programs and carrying out the next steps as identified in Section 4.5.2
of this plan be considered as part of the mandate of the proposed coordinating committee.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND

The Brunette watershed (also called the Brunette Basin) is a 73 square kilometre, highly urbanized area
that is centrally located in the Greater Vancouver region and drains to the Fraser River. The
characteristics of the watershed are varied and complex. The watershed falls within the five
municipalities of Vancouver, Burnaby, Port Moody, Coquitlam and New Westminster. It contains major
concentrated economic growth centres, dense industrial and residential areas, major traffic and utility
corridors, dense road networks and a population of over 175,000 people. In addition, over 20 percent of
the watershed area currently exists as protected park, water bodies, wetlands or undeveloped green
space.
All land within the watershed is connected by the path of rain water, commonly called urban runoff or
stormwater. Stormwater runs off individual lots and streets, often picking up urban contaminants along the
way, and then through a network consisting of storm drains, pipes, ditches, streams, lakes and rivers.
Many of these waterways provide a rare urban home to plants, animals and fish as well as offering flood
control, and aesthetic and recreational value to people. The Brunette watershed includes over 200
kilometres of waterways including Still Creek, Deer Lake, Burnaby Lake and the Brunette River.
1.2

WHY A WATERSHED PLAN FOR THE BRUNETTE BASIN?

A large, complex urban area such as the Brunette watershed combines a wide range of human activities
with differing expectations of its water resources. Residents, developers, businesses, environmental
stewardship groups, municipalities, and the regional, provincial and federal governments all impact the
watershed through their activities and management jurisdictions.
The watershed unit is now widely recognized as the fundamental and natural unit for the protection and
use of water. To protect the waterways, government agencies at all levels, and other stakeholders, must
plan and care for the water, land, land/water interactions, human activities, aquatic life, wildlife and wildlife
habitat and other aquatic resources within the watershed. The Brunette Basin municipalities thus agreed
to undertake a pilot watershed planning project as part of the GVRD’s Liquid Waste Management
Planning (LWMP) process. This pilot watershed planning was achieved through a multi-stakeholder,
consensus based, discussion and decision process, and was supported by various studies and tools such as
models and maps, and is summarized by the watershed plan itself.
1.3

PURPOSE OF THE WATERSHED PLAN

The focus of the planning process includes protecting property from flooding and erosion and improving
the environmental quality of streams. This Brunette Basin Watershed Plan provides a description of the
Brunette Basin and a summary of the components of the planning process including:
•

planning objectives;

•

watershed issues;

•

development and evaluation of options; and,
1
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action / implementation plan and recommendations.

Listed appendices providing more background and detail on some components of this plan are available.
1.4

GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

The overall goal, or vision, and objectives for the planning process are:

Overall Goal
To protect or enhance the integrity of the aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and the
human populations they support in a manner that accommodates growth and
development.

Environmental: protect or enhance aquatic habitat, terrestrial habitat and biodiversity
Social: enhance recreational opportunities and minimize health and safety impacts related to
flooding and poor water quality
Financial: minimize the cost of carrying out the plan and minimize property damage due to
flooding
Learning: increase the understanding of natural systems and the impact of the plan on these
systems and human health

These objectives were developed as a first step in the planning process, and are described in more detail in
Section 4.2 and in the Watershed Management Plan Objectives Report (Compass Resource
Management Ltd., 1997). They are presented here to provide context for the reader. In addition, Guiding
Principles for urban watershed management were developed as a result of the planning process. It was
recognized that many of the Guiding Principles were applied to the planning process itself, and thus also
provide some planning context. These Guiding Principles are listed in Section 4.5.1.

2. THE BRUNETTE BASIN
The Brunette Basin contains unique resources not typically found in other highly urbanized settings. Many
of the waterways are still open streams, and freshwater lakes the size of Burnaby and Deer Lakes are
rare in the Fraser River Lowlands. These waterbodies, and the green spaces surrounding the lakes, on
Burnaby Mountain, and adjacent to some of the stream corridors, are recognized as having significant
ecological value. The ortho-photo shown in Figure 2-1 gives an indication of the green spaces within the
Brunette Basin watershed boundary, and the location of the Basin within its regional urban setting. The
sections following provide an overview of the watershed and its condition.
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FIGURE 2-1: BRUNETTE WATERSHED ORTHO-P HOTO
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The Brunette Watershed is a 73 square kilometre drainage area. The watershed’s streams (see Figure
2-2) flow into Deer Lake and Burnaby Lake, the Brunette River and then into the Fraser River. There are
over 200 km of streams in the watershed, including Still Creek, Beecher Creek, Guichon Creek, Deer
Creek, Eagle Creek, Stoney Creek, Silver Creek, the Brunette River, and their smaller tributaries.
The main open channel flows approximately 17 km from near the Vancouver/Burnaby municipal boundary
through the silt, clay and peat deposits of the relatively flat valley lowlands to the Brunette River mouth in
New Westminster. The channel drops about 30 m in elevation over this traverse. In contrast, the
headwaters and tributaries flow down steeper side slopes and hills of the valley through glacial till, gravel
and sand.
Much of the watershed was developed in an era when society placed high priority on drainage. Channel
straightening, lining, removal of
vegetation and stream enclosure or
culverting were customary
management practices used to move
water quickly and efficiently to
reduce the risk of flooding. This
management philosophy resulted in
the culverting of the headwaters of
Still Creek, and the culverting or
filling in of many of the small
tributaries throughout the system. As
the philosophy shifted to the
preservation of more natural, open
streams, drainage managers were
left with the legacy of floodplain
development which had occurred on
inherently unstable silt/clay/peat soils
in anticipation of a very “controlled” system.
Development of high economic value occurred
on the floodplain, structures encroached to the
river banks, and a mixed “controlled/natural”
system resulted leaving some areas vulnerable
to flooding and natural open sections
vulnerable to erosion and sedimentation.
Ongoing operations and maintenance, and
occasional capital works, are therefore
required to ameliorate the problems associated
with this legacy. The GVS&DD has
developed condition/capacity ratings to help
prioritize work on the 32 km of streams under
GVS&DD jurisdiction. These are presented in Appendix F.
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Figure 2-2: Brunette Watershed Major Reaches and Catchments
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Water Quantity / Flow Regime

The hydrology of the watershed is typical of an urbanized basin with reduced cover permeability and
water storage on the land base. This results in extreme flow regimes: high peak wet weather to dry
weather flow ratios, a flashy storm hydrograph, and low summer baseflows.
The flashy high flows create problems such as frequent minor flooding, downcutting, bank erosion and
instability, increased sediment load in the stream, and infilling. Low flows in the summer, which contribute
to high water temperatures and low dissolved oxygen levels in some reaches of the system, can be
significant impediments to fisheries resources.
The mean annual flow of the Brunette River is 2.7 m3/s. However, in the dry summer months of June,
July and August, flows are a small fraction of this size, while the wet winter months produce flows on
average two to four times this mean annual flow (Rood and Hamilton, 1994). Flows in Still Creek follow a
similar seasonal pattern to those in the Brunette River. The mean annual flow in Still Creek is 0.4 m3/s
while the two year, 7 day low flow is 0.04 m3/s (GVS&DD, GVRD, 1988).
To illustrate the wide variation of flows that can be experienced by this river system, Table 2-1 gives the 7
day low flow and the peak daily flow values predicted for different return periods on the Brunette River.
Modelling results from the floodplain mapping study conducted by GVS&DD* for the main channel
provides updated flow estimates for the 25 and 200 year return periods.
TABLE 2-1: PREDICTED RANGE OF FLOWS ON THE BRUNETTE RIVER
Return Period

2-year

10-year

20-year

7 Day Low Flow
Peak daily flow
*GVS&DD peak
daily flow estimate

0.119 m3/s
28.5 m3/s

0.086 m3/s
47.6 m3/s

55.3 m3/s

25year

3

67 m /s

50-year

100-year

65.5 m3/s

73.4 m3/s

200-year

82 m3/s

Adopted from: Rood and Hamilton (1994). Determined from flows measured at Water Survey of Canada Station
08MH026, Brunette River at Sapperton (1934 to 1971). 7 day low flow means the lowest consecutive 7 day flow
occurring annually; peak daily flow means the highest daily flow occurring annually.
*Still Creek Brunette River Floodplain Mapping Technical Report, December 1998. Flow estimate at Brunette River
lower stoplogs.

2.1.3

Environmental Quality

An extensive array of historical studies documents the existence of contaminants and sediments in the
water, and biota of the watershed. These are summarized with references in the Still Creek - Brunette
Basin Issues and Proposed Actions Draft Report (SCBBWG, 1996), and will not be repeated here.
Table 2-2 lists the major contaminants of concern in the watershed, typical values, and particular areas of
concern and potential sources. In general, the majority of pollutant loading to the system is contributed by
stormwater runoff, as is suggested by the high stormflow mean values compared to the baseflow range of
values in the table (Macdonald et al., 1997). While contaminant levels are well documented for the
watershed, much less is known about the actual effects contaminants may be having on aquatic
organisms.
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TABLE 2-2: OVERVIEW OF CONTAMINANTS IN THE BRUNETTE WATERSHED

Contaminant

Example Measure

Example Values

Units

Locations/Concerns

Potential Sources

trace metals
(particularly
lead, copper
and zinc)

estimated mean export
coefficient in stormflow1

total Cu: 0.17 - 0.57
total Pb: 0.025 - 0.096
total Zn: 0.37 - 1.08
total Cu: 20 - 66
total Pb: 2.9 - 10.8
total Zn: 43 - 122
total Cu: 5 - 37
total Pb: 0.1 - 13.6
total Zn: 5 - 88.4
8 - 27

kg/ha/yr

highest levels in Still Creek

sewage inflows, metal-alloy corrosion,
automobile related activities

hydrocarbons show
correlation with traffic
intensity

PCBs - now banned, but previously used in
plasticizers, heat transfer fluids, hydraulic
fluids, paints, synthetic rubber, brake
linings, lubricants, etc.

estimated stormflow means1

range of baseflow values 2

µg/L

Organic
contaminants
(PCBs,
hydrocarbons
)

estimated mean export
coefficient in storm runoff of
total petroleum hydrocarbons3
(range of 3 sampling locations)

kg/ha/yr

Nutrients
(nitrogen,
phosphorus)

estimated mean export
coefficient in stormflow1

NO3-N: 5.7 - 7.9
Total P: 1.25 - 3.46

kg/ha/yr

estimated stormflow means1
range of baseflow values 2

Total P: 0.147 - 0.392
Total P: 0.01 - 0.381

mg/L

hydrocarbons - combustion processes,
correlated with traffic intensity

1

leads to eutrophication of
Burnaby and Deer Lakes,
high levels also measured in
Still Creek

Estimated mean stormflow values, range of 3 sampling locations, 12 sampled storm events 1994-95, Macdonald et al., 1997.
Pooled baseflow values, 13 stations, 10 sampling dates 1994-95, Macdonald et al., 1997.
3
Zandbergen, P.A. and Hall, K.J., 1998
2
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TABLE 2-2: OVERVIEW OF CONTAMINANTS IN THE BRUNETTE WATERSHED

Contaminant

Example Measure

Example Values

Units

Locations/Concerns

Potential Sources

fecal
coliforms 1

median
geometric mean
90th percentile

500 - 30,000
575 - 35,646
2000 - 236,000

MPN/
100mL

throughout, highest in Still
Creek headwaters (Rhodes
and Collingwood Trunk
Drains) and lower levels
toward Brunette mouth

sewage from cross-connections (note:
active municipal disconnection program in
place) and/or animal waste (waterfowl and
domestic animals) due to runoff

total
suspended
solids

estimated mean export
coefficient in stormflow2
estimated stormflow means2
range of baseflow values 3

326 - 865

kg/ha/yr

throughout

38.6 - 97.9
0.4 - 52

mg/L

street runoff (many other pollutants are
associated with suspended sediments from
this source), erosion and poor sediment
control during construction projects

Spills

total average annual volume
(1992-95) of reported gasoline,
diesel and oil spills in the
Brunette watershed4

1700

litres

frequently observed
throughout the Brunette
system; total annual loading
very small compared to
stormwater but impacts may
be acute

stationary and transport sources; gasoline
stations, automotive repair and service
shops, petroleum wholesale, storage, and
petroleum product producers; not all spills
are reported and not all reported spills
reach a watercourse

(pathogens)

1

GVRD fecal coliform sampling data, range of values at 17 sites throughout system, July 1993 - June 1996
Estimated mean stormflow values, range of 3 sampling locations, 12 sampled storm events 1994-95, Macdonald et al., 1997.
3
Pooled baseflow values, 13 stations, 10 sampling dates 1994-95, Macdonald et al., 1997.
4
Zandbergen, P.A. and Hall, K.J., 1998
2
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Table 2-3 indicates the Brunette objectives that have been set for some of the parameters listed in Table
2-2. Note that some objectives require a reference condition and that Brunette objectives have not been
set for all of the contaminants mentioned in Table 2-2. The Brunette objectives for pH, dissolved oxygen
and turbidity are also indicated since these parameters are easily and commonly measured (e.g., by
Streamkeeper groups).

TABLE 2-3: WATER QUALITY OBJECTIVES FOR THE BRUNETTE WATERSHED 1
Parameter
PH
Dissolved oxygen

Objective
6.5 to 8.5
6
8

Units

Comments

mg/L
mg/L

11

mg/L

Still Creek and lakes April-Oct (short term)
Still Creek and lakes April-Oct (long term)
Brunette River April-Oct
all waters Nov-March (long term)

Suspended solids

increase of 10 mg/L
or 10%

greater of the two criteria applies

Turbidity

increase of 5 NTU or
10%

greater of the two criteria applies

fecal coliforms 2

200
400

MPN/100mL
MPN/100mL

geometric mean
90th percentile

total P3

0.015

mg/L

average long term objective April-October

total copper

2
5

µg/L
µg/L

long term average
long term maximum value

total lead

4
12
18

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

30-day average
maximum value for lakes
maximum value for streams

total zinc

30

µg/L

maximum value

1

Based on Swain, 1989. All objectives are for the protection of aquatic life, except that of fecal coliforms, which is for recreation.
Only objectives available for contaminants listed in Table 2-2 are given, as well as pH, DO and turbidity.
2
Objectives for fecal coliforms are only for the lakes, not for streams, since only the lakes are designated for secondary contact
recreation.
3
Total phosphorous objective is only for lakes.

Environment Canada recently compared stormwater contaminants measured in the Brunette to existing
objectives, guidelines or criteria. Contaminants in suspended solids and water at two sampling sites (Still
Creek at Douglas Road and Brunette River at North Road) were measured over the course of a February
1997 storm (Sekela et al., 1998). The parameters that exceeded an objective, guideline or criteria are
summarized in Table 2-4. This study concluded that:
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§

The concentration of trace metals, nutrients, major ions and bacteria measured in the Brunette River
system increased as a result of an influx of surface runoff;

§

Based on loading calculations, the Brunette watershed is a significant source of contaminants to the
Fraser River receiving environment;

§

Burnaby Lake appears to act as a contaminant sink; and,

§

Stormwater in the Brunette watershed exceeded aquatic life objectives, guidelines or criteria for
dioxins/furans, benzo(a)pyrene, DDT, PCBs, trace metals and pH, and recreational objectives,
guidelines or criteria for total coliforms, E. coli, aluminum, copper, zinc and pH.

TABLE 2-4: SUMMARY OF CONTAMINANTS EXCEEDING WATER QUALITY GUIDELINES, CRITERIA
AND/OR OBJECTIVES FROM ONE STORM EVENT
A - Canadian Federal water quality guidelines for the protection of aquatic life
B - British Columbia Provincial water quality criteria for the protection of aquatic life
C - Canadian Federal water quality guidelines for recreational use
D - British Columbia Provincial water quality criteria for recreational use
E - British Columbia Provincial Brunette water quality objective for the protection of aquatic life

Inorganic
Parameter

Brunette
River Site

Organic/Bacteriological
Parameter

Al
CD
Co
Cr
Cu
Fe
Mn
Pb
Zn

Still
Creek
Site
A,B,D
A,B
B
A,B
A,B,E
A,B
B
A
A,B,E

A,B,D
A,B

PH

E

E

A,B
A,B,E
A,B
B
A
E

Brunette
River Site

2,3,7,8-dioxin

Still
Creek
Site
A

2,3,7,8-dioxin TEQ

A

A

Benzo(a)pyrene
Total DDT
Total PCBs
PCB#126

B
A
A,B
B

B

Total Coliforms
E. Coli

D
C,D

D
C,D

A,B
B

Source: Sekela et al., 1998.

There is joint Water Quality Management System currently in operation by the Cities of Vancouver and
Burnaby and the GVS&DD to monitor fecal coliform levels in the main channel and help guide municipal
sanitary sewer rehabilitation and cross-connection elimination efforts. The City of Burnaby is also
undertaking a comprehensive sediment sampling program as part of the 1999 pilot dredging project for
rejuvenating Burnaby Lake. Results of the sampling program were not available for inclusion in this
report.
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A source of contaminants to the Brunette Basin not listed in Table 2-2 is sanitary sewer overflows
(SSOs). These occur as a result of system breakage or failure, operator error, or in response to wet
weather as the sanitary sewer system becomes overloaded. Similar to spills, they account for a small
percentage of annual loading of contaminants and sometimes they do not reach a watercourse, but their
impacts can be acute.
The number of SSOs within the Brunette Basin for the Brunette and New Westminster Sanitary Sewer
Interceptors’ tributary areas have been estimated by the GVS&DD. Including both the GVS&DD and
municipal facilities, the number of SSOs that occur each year range from 2 to 15, and are most frequently
caused by wet weather rather than operator error or mechanical failure. SSOs are being dealt with in the
overall LWMP. It is not within the scope of the watershed plan to evaluate collection system options for
reducing SSOs in the watershed.

2.1.4

Ecological Resources

Land use and development changes have significantly altered the natural state of the watershed.
Urbanization has led to an increase in impervious surfaces such as buildings, roads, and parking lots.
Much of the Brunette watershed’s historical aquatic and riparian habitat for fish and wildlife has either
been removed, altered by historic drainage “improvements” made to the watercourses, or impacted from
sediments or other contaminants from urban sources. Salmon populations were completely eliminated in
Still Creek, and disappeared from the Brunette River during the 1960’s and 1970’s (McCallum, 1995).
Over the last two decades, fish passage and habitat improvements by community groups and government
agencies have brought back small numbers of spawning salmon to the Brunette watershed. However, for
many possible reasons (including poor water quality), numbers of returning salmon remain disappointingly
low.
A few stands of old growth forest remain in the watershed in Caribou Heights and in the marshy areas
near Burnaby Lake. Some second growth exists on Burnaby Mountain where the only large mammal
resident of the watershed, the Coastal Blacktail deer, is found. Streams in the Brunette watershed still
recognized for their fish habitat quality or significant riparian vegetation include Eagle Creek, Stoney
Creek, Deer Lake Brook, the Brunette River, Renfrew Ravine (Still Creek), Burnaby Lake, and tributaries
to Deer Lake (see Figure 2-2).
Burnaby Lake Regional Nature Park supports a large number of bird species and is an important
waterfowl nesting, staging and over-wintering area. Rare or endangered species of both vegetation and
wildlife exist in the Park (see Table 2-5), but invasive species or problem wildlife, such as purple
loosestrife, the beaver, or the Canada goose, are much more common sights.
TABLE 2-5: RARE OR ENDANGERED SPECIES IN THE BRUNETTE WATERSHED
Common Name

Status

Common Name

Status

Cooper’s hawk
Western grebe
Great Blue Heron
American bittern
Green-backed heron
Turkey vulture
Gyrfalcon
Bald Eagle
California gull
Surf scoter

Vulnerable
Red
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue

Double crested cormorant
Hutton’s vireo
Painted turtle
Snowshoe hare
Pacific water shrew
Big leaf sedge
Purple-leaved willow-herb
Small bedstraw
Bolander’s rush
Rice-cutgrass

Blue
Blue
Blue
Red
Red
Rare
Rare
Rare
Rare
Rare
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Table 2-6 provides an overview of some of the fish species reported within the Brunette Basin.
TABLE 2-6: FISH SPECIES WITHIN THE BRUNETTE BASIN
Common Name
Coho salmon
Chum salmon
Prickly sculpin
Carp
Threespine Stickleback
Black crappie
Cutthroat trout

Origin
Native
Native
Native
Exotic
Native
Exotic
Native

Common Name
Brown bullhead
River Lamprey
Small or Largemouth Bass
Peamouth chub
Yellow perch
Northern pikeminnow (squawfish)
Steelhead/rainbow trout

2.2

LAND USE

2.2.1

Generalized Land Use And Development

Origin
Exotic
Native
Exotic
Native
Exotic
Native
Native

Land use in the Brunette Basin is shown in Figure 2-3. The watershed is about 80% developed and just
over 20% remains green space, largely in the form of lakes, parks and protected areas. Although this
overall ratio will likely remain constant, the character of the watershed landscape is dynamic. Changes or
activities at the local level and densification within existing zoning can have an impact on individual streams
or, in a cumulative sense, on the whole watershed.
According to the GVRD’s LRSP, the metropolitan focus areas including Vancouver, Burnaby and New
Westminster, are expected to accommodate a significant proportion of the Greater Vancouver region’s
population growth in order to reduce urban sprawl (GVRD, 1993). Although the Brunette Basin as a
whole will be required to absorb the growth, higher concentration areas include the major town centres of
Metrotown, Lougheed and Brentwood. Aside from the town centres, Burnaby’s OCP sees growth
occurring in designated apartment areas, small scale infill in single and two family areas, and in newly
designated smaller neighbourhood areas (urban villages). Development is also planned on Burnaby
Mountain inside the Ring Road at Simon Fraser University.
The watershed’s population grew by about 23 percent between 1986 and 1996, to reach a total population
of about 176,000. Over the same time period, nearly 9,000 dwelling units were added to the area. The
total housing stock in 1996 was about 64,200 units. Some of this growth was associated with new
communities (e.g. Collingwood Village) and with continued development of major centres such as
Metrotown. The rest occurred through general in-fill and neighbourhood change. The watershed also has
a substantial employment base, with an estimated 91,400 jobs in 1994. The watershed’s population is
projected to increase to about 290,000 people in 2021, and employment to about 152,000 in 2021 (GVRD,
July 1999).
Densification usually results in a decrease of permeable ground surfaces which further exacerbates urban
hydrology issues. Typical percentages of impermeable surfaces have been observed and documented in
the literature for different types of land use. This combined with orthophoto interpretation allows for an
estimation of impervious area by catchment (shown in Figure 2-4) for the Brunette Basin. There is a
strong body of literature and empirical results to suggest a reliable quantitative relationship between “%
impervious area” in a catchment, and the environmental quality of the receiving waters as measured by
the Index of Biological Integrity (IBI) and the coho salmon/cutthroat trout ratio. It appears that rapid
deterioration occurs past the 10-20% impervious area level. No proven measures to reverse this
deterioration have yet been documented, although ongoing research provides hope.
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The above knowledge in relation to Figure 2-4 provides the context for environmental management of
receiving waters in the Brunette Basin. Because of the highly urban nature of the Basin, from an
ecological perspective, the watercourses are largely impaired, and there is no proven method which will
guarantee ecological restoration. However, there are many identified practices and policies which are
commonly agreed to curb environmental degradation and provide environmental enhancement.
Other factors shaping the watershed are the patterns of traffic and transportation. The Lougheed and
TransCanada highways, and major railways traverse the watershed. Traffic intensity is a significant
concern to air and water quality, and has increased correspondingly with population and employment
growth both within and outside the watershed. In 1996, an estimated average of 255,000 vehicle trips per
day were recorded at key intersections at the western edge of the watershed and 265,000 vehicle trips per
day at the eastern edge of the watershed. Compared to the 1985 estimates of about 212,000 and 207,000
vehicle trips per day respectively, vehicle traffic through the watershed grew by about 20 to 25 percent
(GVRD, July 1999).
Transit expansion, now proposed as Skytrain routes along the Broadway-Lougheed Corridor, and from
Lougheed Mall northeast to Coquitlam Town Centre and south to New Westminster, will serve to reduce
automobile contaminants to air and water, but will also have a significant influence on future growth
patterns within the watershed. To give an indication of the impact of the new Skytrain line, it is expected
that 33% of new development units projected for Burnaby between 1996 and 2006, and 57% of the new
units between 2006 and 2021, will be developed adjacent to the Lougheed Corridor (Burnaby Planning,
1999, pers. comm.).
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FIGURE 2-3: LAND USE IN THE BRUNETTE WATERSHED
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FIGURE 2-4: TOTAL IMPERVIOUS AREA BY CATCHMENT
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Recreation

There are many recreational opportunities offered by the green spaces and watercourses in the Basin.
Management plans are currently being developed for the Burnaby Lake Regional Nature Park, Deer Lake
Park, and the Burnaby Mountain Conservation Lands. These planning processes involve public
consultation to arrive at management strategies that balance the unique recreation, cultural and
environmental objectives for each area.
In addition, there are small city block parks and linear park corridors described in municipal OCPs, zoning,
and/or the Livable Region Strategic Plan (LRSP) “Green Zone” (Figure 2-5). Green zone planning often
includes streams and lakes, due to the close relationships of watercourses with both habitat and recreation.
Management of water resources is therefore linked to planning for the urban green zone, in particular
green zone corridors or greenways. Greenways and watershed planning can provide opportunities to
protect and manage riparian corridors and to identify sensitive areas from an aquatic habitat perspective,
and health risks for water-based recreation. A pilot regional greenway planning project is currently
underway for the Brunette River corridor and through the Lougheed area, including the Stoney Creek
catchment, to Burnaby Mountain. This is a partnership project with various departments from the GVRD
and affected municipalities participating. It will illustrate how watershed planning objectives for stream
corridor and stormwater management are incorporated into greenways planning, and also how site-specific
potentially competing uses such as utilities maintenance, recreation and fish/wildlife habitat can be
balanced.
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FIGURE 2-5: REGIONAL GREEN ZONE AREAS IN THE BRUNETTE WATERSHED
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A WATERSHED PROFILE BY SUBWATERSHED

In addition to aquatic health, management of waterways in the Basin will need to consider costs and other
factors that characterize the waterways, such as flooding, bank instability, wildlife use, recreational use,
planned development or zoning, public stewardship interest, major initiatives underway, etc. The list of
management considerations below is a sampling of the many factors that describe the subwatersheds. A
detailed planning and development profile, outlining land use, current and projected population, dwellings,
employment, traffic volumes, etc. for each subwatershed was prepared in a separate working paper
(GVRD, July 1999). It is important to note that the growth projections are largely based on the relevant
areas receiving the proposed Skytrain expansion lines.

Major
Subwatershed or
Reach:
Still Creek
Upper
Catchment:
1143 ha
68% TIA
4.27 km
waterways*
Middle
Catchment:
1068 ha
58% TIA
7.12 km waterways
Lower
Catchment:
622 ha
52% TIA
4.77 km waterways

Characteristics
• dense industrial, commercial, residential land use - will experience further densification, particularly
eastern Vancouver and Brentwood Town Centre
• population in the Brentwood Town Centre is expected to increase from 3,170 (1996) to 6,875 (2006)
and 18,000 (2021). Commercial floor space in the Town Centre is expected to double in this timeframe;
western half of Metrotown also falls in Still Creek catchment.
• new Skytrain station (along Lougheed corridor at Holdom - in lower part of catchment) expected to
bring new development. Urban village and some conversion of nearby low density industrial areas to
higher density commercial and business park planned for the Holdom Station area.
• new Skytrain stations at Rupert and also at Renfrew expected to bring intensification of existing land
uses
• industry concentrated along stream corridor - Vancouver considering zoning changes for higher density
high-tech industry in Grandview industrial area. Employment projected to increase in this area as a
result.
• highest water quality concerns
• used by kayakers, canoeists below Douglas Road
• unstable peat, silt, clay soils below Gilmore Avenue
• largely culverted and channelized above Boundary Road
• frequent minor flooding near Douglas Road
• major sanitary sewer cross-connection elimination program underway
• bank stabilization/revegetation/habitat improvement projects carried out within confines of drainage
right of way
• BCIT’s Burnaby Lake Systems Project and streamkeeper groups advocate stream restoration
• Still Creek, Renfrew Ravine and the recreational trail associated with the existing Skytrain Corridor are
all part of the regional Green Zone. These areas will be protected from urbanization and connected to
other Green Zone areas where possible. Vancouver’s greenway initiatives include Renfrew Ravine and
Renfrew Park, and daylighting Still Creek as conditions allow.
• extensive wetland potential between Willingdon Avenue and Burnaby Lake
• beaver activity impacts vegetation and channel maintenance
• upper reaches culverted and steep, lower reaches open, flat, slow-moving with backwater effects from
Burnaby Lake
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Characteristics

Beecher Creek
236 ha
55% TIA
3.33 km waterways

Deer Lake/Deer
Lake Brook:
942 ha
38% TIA
6.86 km waterways

Burnaby Lake
North
Catchment:
1530 ha
36% TIA
20.33 km
waterways

• upper catchment primarily residential; lower primarily industrial/commercial
• fairly natural stream channel supporting resident trout ; major road crossing at Lougheed Highway and
Broadway
• Streamkeeper/Scout group very active in stewardship
• Heavy impact south of Lougheed Highway
•
•
•
•
•
•

catchment outside of the Park is mainly residential with some commercial in Metrotown area
lake is shallow, 30 ha and eutrophic
Deer Lake Park is focus for Burnaby cultural / recreational activities
Deer Lake Brook valued for fish habitat supporting coho, trout and other species
Deer Lake Brook major road crossings at Canada Way and Highway #1
extensive wetland habitat utilized by waterfowl; rare or endangered species of both vegetation and
wildlife exist in the park
• beaver activity impacts vegetation and channel maintenance
• development of Park Management Plan currently underway
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South Catchment
1273 ha
39% TIA
10.24 km
waterways

•
•
•

shallow, eutrophic, approx. 140 ha lake
sedimentation, purple loosestrife control issues
feasibility of dredging investigated by Burnaby - pilot project undertaken
extensive wetland habitat utilized by waterfowl; rare or endangered species of both vegetation and
wildlife exist in the park
used extensively by hikers, birdwatchers, canoeists, sailors, kayakers, equestrian riders, etc.
development of Park Management Plan currently underway
lake level controlled by GVRD through gates at Cariboo Dam
Lake City area north of lake newly designated from industrial to business park - could be potential
generator of growth with an estimated generation of 1,421 additional jobs by 2006 and another 3,000 by
2021
North Burnaby Lake catchment has relatively low population density compared with the other major
catchments
South Burnaby Lake catchment contains the mostly commercial parts of Metrotown
Burnaby Lake Regional Nature Park, Burnaby Mountain Golf Course, Burnaby Mountain
Conservation Area, Eagle Creek, Deer Lake Park, Robert Burnaby Park and George Derby/Brunette
River Conservation Area are all part of Regional Green Zone

Eagle Creek
588 ha
34% TIA
11.87 km
waterways

• upper reaches on Burnaby Mountain: golf course, tank farms, SFU
• approx. 46% of subwatershed is residential, commercial or industrial land use; high proportion of
industrial land use (comparable to upper and middle Still Creek and lower Brunette catchments)
• valued for fish habitat supporting coho, trout and other species, fairly natural stream
• large volume of sediments transported by stream
• major road crossing at Lougheed and Broadway and some other man-made impediments
• Fish passage obstruction at Broadway
• Habitat opportunity above Lougheed Highway
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Characteristics

Stoney Creek
708 ha
33% TIA
10.69 km
waterways

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
Brunette River
Upper catchment:
1166 ha
37% TIA
13.09 km
waterways
Lower
Catchment:
392 ha
54% TIA
3.96 km waterways

upper reaches Burnaby Mountain (SFU) and Port Moody/Coquitlam residential area
very active community stewardship group
SFU and Lougheed Town Centre development planned; also densification in Coquitlam
population in the Lougheed Town Centre is estimated to increase from 12,575 (1996) to 12,949 (2006)
and 18,187 (2021). Commercial floor space in the Town Centre is expected to triple in this timeframe.
(Note: Town Centre area does not fall wholly within the Stoney Creek subwatershed boundary; a large
portion is outside the subwatershed but within the Upper Brunette catchment)
valued for fish habitat supporting coho, chum, steelhead, trout and other species, fairly natural stream
stormwater management strategy developed - review underway
major road crossing at Lougheed Highway and Burlington Northern Railway
Stoney Creek, Burnaby Mountain Conservation Area are part of regional Green Zone

• upper reaches valued for fish habitat with coho, chum and steelhead found below the Cariboo dam,
some sections fairly natural river channel, some channelized. Significant conservation lands along river
corridor
• new Skytrain station (on Lougheed corridor near Production Way - north of uppermost reaches)
expected to bring new development. Urban village and some conversion of nearby low density
industrial areas to higher density commercial and business park planned for the new Skytrain station
area.
• see notes regarding Lougheed Town Centre in Stoney Creek profile for upper part of catchment
• upper Brunette catchment contains neighbourhoods of Simon Fraser Hills, parts of SFU, Sullivan
Heights, Cariboo and Burquitlam - latter two are high density and designated for further development in
the future
• upper Brunette catchment has high population density (mostly outside Stoney Creek subcatchment) second only to upper Still Creek catchment; has the highest population density of whole watershed if
Stoney Creek subcatchment is excluded
• Brunette River, Vancouver Golf Course, and Hume Park are part of regional Green Zone
• lower reaches: high proportion of industrial land use, major diversion to Fraser
• lower Brunette least populous catchment in the watershed
• Sapperton Fish and Game Club continue efforts in major stewardship role

*”waterways” include open water channels (mainstem and tributaries)
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF THE WATERSHED PLAN
The Basin is managed inter-municipally as the watershed falls within the five municipalities of Vancouver,
Burnaby, Port Moody, Coquitlam and New Westminster. Due to the watershed’s regional nature, the
Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage District (GVS&DD or the District) has managed drainage in
the main channel and some tributaries since the early 1900’s. Federal and provincial agencies have
responsibilities in the areas of water, fish, wildlife, and habitat resource protection. In addition, educational
institutions and environmental stewardship groups have been actively collecting data on environmental
quality and conducting biophysical inventories. The following summarizes the various authorities and
jurisdictions of the major stakeholders, the context and process of the plan, current initiatives and public
consultation activities for the plan.
3.1

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

Within the Brunette Basin, legally mandated responsibilities for watershed management are shared among
the Regional District, member municipalities and senior levels of government. Individual municipalities are
responsible for managing the stormwater collection systems, developing OCPs, and developing drainage,
environmental protection and zoning bylaws or policies.
The District operates under the authority of the GVS&DD Act and manages drainage conveyance in the
main channel and the lower portions of several tributaries of the Brunette system. This includes: the Still
Creek - Brunette River channel; the lower portions of Still Creek North Branch (aka Chubb Creek),
Stoney Creek and Eagle Creek, and Deer Lake Brook; the Rhodes and Collingwood Trunk Drains; and
the Brunette River Diversion Channel. (See Figure 2-1.) The District also performs regular channel
maintenance in these areas under a B.C. Water Act licence. GVRD Parks, operating under the Parks
(Regional) Act, manages the Burnaby Lake Regional Nature Park and plans and develops regional
Greenways as part of the LRSP Green Zone.
O&M and capital budgets for the Basin’s drainage management must be approved by the GVRD Board,
on which the municipal stakeholders sit. Additional information on authority within the drainage area and
funding mechanisms is provided in Appendix H. This traditional forum for managing activities focuses
mainly on the drainage aspect, and only for the streams within District jurisdiction. It does not encourage
a comprehensive, holistic view of the watershed and its characteristics. It also does not include the
involvement of other key watershed stakeholders. The watershed approach, where recommendations are
made by consultation and consensus, attempts to address these limitations.
The municipalities manage drainage conveyance in the storm sewers and all tributary streams not under
District jurisdiction. Municipalities are responsible for land use planning and are governed by the
Municipal Act which provides them with tools such as Official Community Plans (OCPs), zoning and other
bylaws, to implement and enforce their policies.
Rising costs, environmental risks and public awareness are resulting in more stringent regulatory
supervision. There are currently no regulations defining standards for the quality or quantity of stormwater
discharges. However, the Province has developed a Non-Point Source Pollution Action Plan, and is
currently consulting with municipalities and other stakeholders on the newly introduced Fish Protection Act
and proposed Streamside Protection Policy Directives. This Act has implications for stream corridor
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management with the designation of Streamside Protection Areas and accompanying policy directives for
each Streamside Protected Area type.
The main Federal legislation governing watershed management is the Federal Fisheries Act. In particular,
Sections 36 and 35 of the Act prohibit the discharge of deleterious substances into water frequented by
fish and activities that result in harmful alteration, disruption or destruction of fish habitat and ensure that
unimpeded passage is available year round for salmonids. The federal government also has some
jurisdiction over waterways under the Navigable Waters Protection Act.
Regional and senior governments advocate or enforce various forms of policy guidance or legislation that
influence activity in the watershed. These are summarized in Table 3-1. The organizational structure of
governance and the existing legislative framework create areas of jurisdictional overlap with the potential
for duplicating or conflicting roles, or the potential for confusion regarding roles and responsibilities on
issues which touch on multiple areas of jurisdiction. An example of such an issue is non-point source
pollution in the form of stormwater runoff. Local governments have clear jurisdiction over urban drainage
yet senior regulatory agencies have the mandate to protect the Province’s water resources. The roles and
responsibilities regarding stormwater management are not clearly defined. These institutional challenges
create a need to begin clarifying the roles and responsibilities in the Brunette Basin through a watershed
planning approach.
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TABLE 3-1: EXISTING LEGISLATION/P OLICY GUIDANCE
Legislation

Description

Water Act

•

Water Protection Act

•

Waste Management Act

•
•

Environment Management
Act
Pesticide Act
Wildlife Act
Environmental Assessment
Act
Municipal Act

•

GVS&DD Act

•

Fish Protection Act

•

Federal Fisheries Act

•

Federal Navigable Waters
Protection Act
Livable Region Strategic
Plan (LRSP)

•

Creating our Future

•

•
•
•
•

•

provides for approval of all short term use, storage and diversion of water, as well as
alterations and work in and about a stream
confirms Crown ownership of surface and groundwater and prohibits large scale diversion or
removal between watersheds or outside of BC
requires permits, approvals or operational certificates under a waste management plan for
municipal and industrial discharges to air, land and water, and handling of toxic wastes
requires and approves development of Solid Waste Management Plans and may require Liquid
Waste Management Plans (LWMP) by municipalities and regional districts
provides for environmental assessments, protection orders, environmental emergency
measures and enforcement with an outline of the duties and powers of the Minister
regulates the use of pesticides and herbicides
provides for limited protection of wildlife within the province
requires an environmental impact assessment for specified projects and activities
provides local governments with enabling tools and requires them to prepare regional growth
strategies
incorporated the GVS&DD and gives the corporation to operate and maintain regional
sewerage and drainage facilities
provides tools to protect water flows and habitat for fish; includes designation of sensitive
streams and streamside protection directives for local governments
prohibits the discharge of deleterious substances and activities that result in harmful alteration,
disruption or destruction of fish habitat, and ensures uninterrupted passage year round
passage for salmonids.
protects public right of navigation in all navigable waterways (includes a canal and any other
body of water created or altered as a result of the construction of any work)
GVRD and member municipalities’ regional growth strategy, pursuant to the Growth
Strategies Act; key component is the regional Green Zone which is to be protected from
urbanization
GVRD and member municipalities’ policy context for the LRSP; specifies four strategic
choices to support the LRSP: protect the Green Zone, build more complete communities,
achieve a compact metropolitan region, and increase transportation choices

Updated from SCBBWG, 1996.

3.2

REGIONAL LIQUID WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN (LWMP)

In 1986, the Province established the Liquid Waste Management Planning (LWMP) Guidelines under the
Waste Management Act. This integrated planning framework allows local governments to replace
individual municipal sewage discharge permits with a comprehensive sewerage and drainage management
plan.
In 1989, the District completed the Stage 1 LWMP, which identified regional liquid waste management
priorities and issues. In 1996, the District completed the LWMP 1996 – 1999, which provided a further
update on progress to that date. The Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks (MELP) requires the
District to prepare a comprehensive Stage 2 LWMP in accordance with provincial guidelines by
December 1999. To that end the District has outlined its preferred approach to liquid waste management
in a draft Policies and Commitments document (GVRD, August 1999). This document also outlines the
regional context and key management strategies.
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The regional context is largely set by the official regional growth strategy for the GVRD, The Livable
Region Strategic Plan (LRSP). In order to maintain a “livable” region as the GVRD population
continues to grow, the GVRD has endorsed the following four strategies:
§

protect a green zone that includes drinking water supply watersheds, forests and agricultural lands;

§

build complete communities;

§

achieve a compact metropolitan region by setting growth management targets; and,

§

increase transportation choices.

The framework for the Stage 2 LWMP is also formed by several key strategies:
§

conserve resources - which includes the principles of pollution prevention, drinking water conservation,
managing stormwater as a resource, conserving financial capacity, and recycling and reuse;

§

maintain infrastructure and stretch capacity; and,

§

maximize environmental benefit per dollar spent - which also means the GVRD will consider the costs
and benefits of investments in other fields, such as transportation, drinking water, solid waste, etc. that
have impact on environmental and human health in the region, in relation to its investment decisions in
managing liquid waste.

The Ministry’s LWMP Guidelines specify that urban stormwater runoff is to be addressed in the LWMP.
The District and municipalities recognize that stormwater or drainage planning has evolved from the single
objective of protecting property to multiple objectives, including other community values such as preserving
aquatic habit. As a result, the Stormwater Management Task Group (SWTG) was formed to develop a
regional stormwater management plan. The group has found that current approaches to stormwater
management and land development do not adequately protect the environment of small streams in
watersheds experiencing significant population growth, and recommends an integrated planning approach
to stormwater management at a watershed scale (GVRD, August 1999).
In addition to the SWTG, another task group was formed to look into the development of a more detailed
plan to manage a watershed. The multi-stakeholder Brunette Basin Task Group (BBTG, see Section 3.4)
was formed and was given the mandate to integrate stakeholder input and prepare a pilot watershed
management plan for the Brunette Basin. The plan itself does not form part of the LWMP submission to
the province, but it is anticipated that this pilot project will serve as an example and learning experience for
future urban watershed planning initiatives in the region.
The BBTG immediately recognized the following key considerations in developing the plan:
•

The plan must reflect participating municipalities’ desire to retain flexibility to adjust and re-prioritize
the recommendations in the plan in accordance with their own priorities and budgetary constraints.

•

At the same time, participating stakeholders will expect to secure a mutual commitment toward
implementation of the plan.

3.3

LOCAL GOVERNMENT’S INITIATIVES

Other planning initiatives within and about the watershed include the regional Livable Region Strategic
Plan (LRSP), Greenways planning, municipal OCPs, Simon Fraser University OCP, Town Centre Plans,
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Burnaby Mountain Conservation Lands Plan, and the Burnaby Lake Regional Nature Park and Deer Lake
Park Management Plans. These represent community and regional goals and provide guidance in
developing a watershed plan. Some of these are detailed plans that focus on specific areas, while the
BBTG attempts to consider the watershed as a whole, and concentrates on protecting property and
ecosystems connected by the stream/drainage network. A key factor in the success of the watershed
management plan will be the ease in which municipalities can integrate it with local planning processes.
There are many programs and projects undertaken by municipalities, educational institutes and stewardship
groups that are not necessarily a formal part of the Brunette Basin planning process, but address issues in
the watershed. These include programs to identify and correct sanitary sewer cross connections to the
storm system, projects to reduce
sanitary sewer overflows, sediment
and water quality monitoring,
Some of the projects undertaken to support the watershed
planning process include:
inventories of biophysical
characteristics, bank stabilization,
• an integrated stormwater management strategy for the
erosion control, improvements to
Stoney Creek subwatershed;
drainage facilities, stream habitat
enhancement and riparian planting.
• compilation and mapping of available GIS data for the
A more detailed listing can be found
Brunette watershed;
in the Still Creek - Brunette Basin
Issues and Proposed Actions • a stream classification map for expediting instream work
approvals;
Draft Report (SCBBWG, 1996).
The formation of the BBTG allowed
• a technical floodplain mapping study which involved
for better coordination between
detailed hydrologic and hydraulic modelling for the main
agencies for these projects. The
channel of the watershed;
BBTG summarized these programs
(Appendix A) and the existing data
• an introductory information brochure, which introduces the
available on the watershed (Appendix
BBTG and the watershed planning process to the watershed
B). This allowed the group to
public;
develop a planning process which
• a physical stream, habitat and structures inventory using a
would take into account the initiatives
Global Positioning System (GPS) and GIS;
already underway, and undertake
projects as part of the planning
• development of an option evaluation framework, consisting
process which would help fill
of definition of option levels and tools to help guide
identified gaps.
evaluation of options at various levels or scales;
•

development of a stream corridor evaluation system, specific
to the Brunette, for identifying habitat and recreation
potential; and,

•

a business community communication strategy and initial
business community outreach program.
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BRUNETTE BASIN TASK GROUP & THE PLANNING PROCESS

The Brunette Basin Task Group (BBTG) was struck in May 1997. Members of the BBTG include
representatives from Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), B.C. Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks (MOELP), the cities of Burnaby, Coquitlam, New Westminster and Vancouver, the Greater
Vancouver Regional District (GVRD), the Sapperton Fish and Game Club (SF&GC), the British Columbia
Institute of Technology (BCIT) and the University of British Columbia (UBC).
The BBTG was given the mandate to develop a watershed management plan for the Brunette River
Basin. The Still Creek - Brunette Basin Issues and Proposed Actions Draft Report (SCBBWG, 1996)
provided a foundation for the
FIGURE 3-1: BRUNETTE WATERSHED P LANNING P ROCESS
work. While the process is
flexible and evolved over time,
Figure 3-1 outlines the major steps
of the planning process set out by
the BBTG and some of the
Public Open House, Nov. 6,
Identify goals & objectives
1997
projects undertaken concurrently
with the planning work. The
outcomes of the major steps are
Identify & evaluate issues
documented in Chapter 4.0 Key
Components of the Plan. The
stakeholder involvement, public
Public Workshop, June 4, 1998
Identify options
consultation component (see
Appendices D, E and F) and the
projects themselves helped to
Evaluate options
build and support the plan.
reviewed public workshop
input
detailed evaluation on subwatershed
level - Stoney Creek Stormwater Plan
detailed floodplain study for main
channel
stream corridor habitat inventory and
stream classification project
formulated strategic options

Draft watershed plan

Public Workshop, June 10, 1999

Public Workshop, May 25, 2000

long term
planning
cycle

3.5
PUBLIC
INVOLVEMENT

3.5.1 Public Consultation
Activities to Date

Draft final plan &
action program
Implement, monitor &
evaluate

The planning process itself,
including the benefits and
challenges experienced by the
BBTG, are summarized in the
Appendix K: Reflection on the
Watershed Planning Process The BBTG Experience.

Community/
government projects

The Still Creek-Brunette Basin
Issues and Proposed Actions
Draft Report (SCBBWG, 1996)
discussed seeking public support

and involvement in developing a management plan for the watershed. Key steps were identified by the
BBTG, emphasizing the need to create a process of continuous monitoring and refinement, with an
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emphasis on stakeholder involvement and support during each step. Accordingly, activities were
developed to target and encourage participation from the public at large, but also attracted participation
from a number of special interest groups. Many of these special interest groups are community
stewardship groups that have been closely watching stream habitat conditions in different parts of the
watershed for many years.
The BBTG has held three Open Houses/Workshops, since 1997 as a means to educate and collect input
and feedback from the general public about the watershed planning process. To notify a broad
demographic of individuals and community organizations about the Open Houses, a variety of
communications channels were utilized including: the placement of quarter-page advertisements and
supplementary editorial information in the Burnaby, Coquitlam, Port Moody, East Vancouver and New
Westminster community newspapers, a mailout to over 160 key stakeholders and postings on the GVRD
website. In addition to the regular promotional channels, municipal managers/directors were sent invitation
packages. At each Open House, participants were encouraged to register and to fill out comment forms.
The first Open House was held on November 6, 1997, with the objective to provide information to the
public about the watershed plan development process and the BBTG’s role. An information sheet was
developed and distributed at the event, which drew 40-50 participants and a number of community groups
that operated information displays at the event. Twenty-two participants filled-out comment forms.
The second Open House was held on June 4, 1998, to solicit suggestions on what management options
could be considered in the Brunette Basin. A general information brochure Creating the Brunette
Watershed Plan was developed and distributed to participants. Over 50 people attended, thirty-three
registered, and 20 comment forms were filled-out. The information brochure was also distributed at
subsequent community fairs and events.
The third Open House was held on June 10, 1999, to review strategic options, invite input on the proposed
options, provide project updates and discuss next steps for the planning process. Over 60 people attended
and 56 people registered, with a proportion of those being high school students (approximately 15). Eight
comment forms were filled out.

3.5.2

Summary of Comments

In the first year, comments revealed a general satisfaction about the level and type of information provided
about the process. Concerns were raised about reaching an effective level of public education, and how
to establish effective information sharing between all stakeholder groups.
Comments from the second Workshop highlighted suggestions about the role of the BBTG and considered
the planning process in the larger context of government and environment. Comments were also made
about how to develop more effective means of communicating to the public about the planning process and
the importance of that communication.
Comments in the third Workshop revolved around expectations for follow-up information and conveyed a
general sense of satisfaction about the workshop activities. More specific comments from the Workshops
are summarized in Appendix D.
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Business Stakeholder Relations

Due to the broad scale and strategic level of the BBTG planning process, there was no clear need or
opportunity for business stakeholder input into the development of this watershed management plan
document. Hence, attempting to involve business stakeholders at this time would only serve to alienate
stakeholders from any future process participation. However, it was recognized that businesses have
important roles and responsibilities in the watershed, and they may have an interest in how the strategic
options would be pursued and further developed. Therefore, a business stakeholder relations plan was
developed with the objectives of establishing relationships with businesses located in the watershed and
working together to determine how they can have a long-term and involved role.
Activities emphasize raising awareness levels of planning activities; educating audience groups about the
watershed and their influence on it; determining interest levels and identifying potential involvement
opportunities. An educational and discussion-prompting presentation has been developed. Feedback
mechanisms, such as questionnaires and discussion guides, have been created and lists of business
associations and groups located in the Brunette Basin have been compiled. BBTG members delivered the
presentation throughout late 1999 and early 2000. Additional tools and approaches for creating meaningful
dialogue have been identified, although not developed at this time.
The education component will seek to link with BCIT’s Burnaby Lake System Project "Watershed Pledge
Program," by sharing intelligence about stakeholders and positioning the Pledge Program as an activity
both business and general public stakeholders can participate in.

3.5.4

Next Steps

Further remaining activities focus on two audience groups: the general public and business stakeholders.
The implementation of initial business stakeholder relations activities will provide the road map for future
consultation needs and activities. The next steps for public involvement include review of this document
through another workshop, and participation in the implementation of actions resulting from this plan.
Additional details about specific plans and Open House/Workshop, summaries are located in Appendices
C, D and E.

4. KEY COMPONENTS OF THE PLAN
4.1

INTRODUCTION

The BBTG set out to step through the planning process as outlined in Figure 3-1 of Section 3.4. This
chapter provides highlights of the experiences and outcomes of each of those steps up to and including the
action program. Implementing, monitoring and evaluating progress remain as steps to be undertaken after
stakeholder review, finalization and agency approvals of this report.
The planning process is presented as a long term planning cycle in Figure 3-1. Just as the BBTG
recognized when officially beginning to develop a watershed plan that many programs and initiatives were
already in place to support the planning process, the BBTG also recognizes that continued programs and
projects will be needed to support watershed planning in the future.
The planning process does not start and end with the production of the watershed plan. The watershed
plan is simply the documentation of a snapshot in time when key stakeholders have met to reflect on what
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is known and has been done, and to set up a shared vision and path for the future of the watershed.
Therefore, the action program presented at the end of this chapter will consist of suggestions for a
combination of areas:
•

the continued development and refinement of the tools, or proceeding with the next steps as
appropriate, for the projects and consultation undertaken to support the watershed plan;

•

the undertaking of the recommended options themselves, which will translate into community and
government programs and projects; and,

•

the process by which the above, and the final steps of implementing, monitoring and evaluating, can be
initiated.

But first, a look at the steps leading to the action program.
4.2

ISSUES, GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

Issues concerning the water resources in the Basin have been identified in the Still Creek - Brunette
Basin Issues and Proposed Actions Draft Report (SCBBWG, 1996). These issues include: managing
stormwater runoff and associated issues of flooding, erosion, bank stability, low baseflows, receiving water
quality, and general fisheries/wildlife habitat quantity and quality.
The issues listed in Table 4-1 were identified by the Brunette Basin Task Group at its first meeting on May
21, 1997. As a natural starting point for the group to begin their collaboration, these issues serve several
useful functions in the context of the overall planning process (Figure 3-1) adopted by the group:
§

a common understanding of major issues in the Basin helps define the overall scope of what
the plan is setting out to achieve;

§

further reflection on why these issues are important helps in defining the objectives for the
plan; and

§

the issues comprise a useful reference when developing options for consideration within the
plan.

There are other issues related to planning and management which were identified by the BBTG and during
the preparation of the earlier issues and actions report (SCBBWG, 1996). There was an expressed need
to:
•

clarify mandates, jurisdictions, roles, and responsibilities;

•

clarify ownership and maintenance responsibilities of drainage structures and riparian lands;

•

establish a mechanism or framework for the coordination and prioritization of programs and consensus
decision-making among Basin stakeholders;

•

identify the linkages of managing the waterways to the management of green spaces and other land
uses;
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•

improve the communication and coordination regarding emergency response;

•

increase awareness, education and “stewardship” values; and,

•

establish a mechanism or format to share and integrate information on the watershed.

The issues provide the justification for undertaking a watershed management planning process. They
indicate that there are obstacles or complexities in addressing the environmental, social and economic
issues. Some of these issues are addressed by virtue of the watershed planning process itself.
Developing a watershed plan requires that data be shared and compiled, and that roles and responsibilities
be specified. Many of the benefits of a watershed planning process, such as increased communication
and coordination, are not as visible or tangible as the report product, but are equally, if not more
importantly, a part of the result.
TABLE 4-1: BRUNETTE BASIN ISSUES

Brunette Basin Issues
1.

Inappropriate inputs to streams:
a)

sanitary waste from cross-connections and sanitary sewer overflows

b)

illegal dumping, discharges and/or spills into storm sewers

c)

sediment loading from development or construction works and erosion

d)

potentially contaminated groundwater from remaining private sewage disposal systems or contaminated industrial
sites

e)

leachate from garbage, lawn trimmings or branches dumped into ravines or streams

f)

general non-point source pollution: e.g., street runoff, atmospheric deposition

g)

discharge from unregulated swimming pools

2.

Coordination of response to emergency spills and discharges.

3.

Damage to property and threats to safety from flooding.

4.

Low base flows.

5.

Protection and preservation of existing fish and wildlife habitat. Provision of opportunities for habitat
enhancement and/or restoration (e.g., ceasing culverting of streams and ditch elimination activities,
identifying daylighting potential). Look for opportunities to recover some stream corridor sections when
available.

6.

Erosion and bank stability concerns due to high stream velocities and flooding.

7.

Flooding, loss of vegetation and bank stability concerns due to growing beaver population.

8.

Landslides / slope instability.

The BBTG proposed an overall goal, and management objectives (Table 4-2), for the plan based on a
review of watershed issues (Compass Resource Management Ltd., 1997). Given the planning context for
watershed management described in Chapter 3, these management objectives serve a number of
important functions. First and foremost, they form the basis for both identifying and evaluating potential
management options. Further, they can guide short-term implementation priorities and coordination with
other plans affecting the Basin.
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The objectives represent the fundamental “ends” of the watershed management plan. They are used to
set the criteria for identifying and comparing different management options. Fundamental objectives are
almost always competing. While the evaluation of options will look for “win-win’s”, decision making will
most likely require making trade-offs among objectives.

TABLE 4-2: BRUNETTE WATERSHED P LAN OBJECTIVES
Environment
Overall Goal
To protect or enhance the integrity of the
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and the
human populations they support in a manner
that accommodates growth and development.

1.

Environment
1.1 Protect or enhance biodiversity
1.2 Protect or enhance aquatic habitat
1.3 Protect or enhance terrestrial habitat

2.

Social
2.1 Enhance recreation opportunities
2.2 Minimize health & safety impacts

3.

Financial
3.1 Minimize total costs
3.2 Minimize property damage costs

4. Learning
4.1 Increase scientific and management
understanding
4.2 Increase opportunity for public learning

The environmental objectives of the
plan are to protect or enhance
biodiversity, aquatic habitat and
terrestrial habitat. Biodiversity can be
viewed as a higher order objective
that in practice is best achieved
through the protection of aquatic and
terrestrial habitat.
Social
Enhancing recreation opportunities
and minimizing health and safety
impacts related to flooding and poor
water quality are the social
objectives of the plan.
Financial
The financial objectives of the plan
are to minimize the total cost of plan
implementation (capital, O&M, inkind), and to minimize any property
damage costs from flooding.

Learning
The learning objectives of the plan are to increase scientific and management understanding with
respect to natural systems and the impact of management options on ecosystem function and
human health, and to promote opportunities for increased public involvement and education. In a
strict sense, learning is really a means toward achieving the other environmental, social and
financial objectives of the plan over time. However, because of the persistence and pervasiveness
of uncertainty with respect to natural systems, and the recognized importance of public education,
learning is justified as a separate, explicit objective for this plan. Both learning objectives are
particularly relevant in this case because this plan is a pilot where experience gained may be
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applied to other regional watersheds, and because it has the active support of research
organizations.
The objectives of improving water quantity and quality conditions were repeatedly stated and emphasized
during the objective setting process. When the question “why?” was asked of these two objectives, they
translated further to the areas of health and safety, and protection of property and habitat. Therefore,
water quantity and quality management are intrinsic components of the watershed plan, but are not
explicitly stated as the proposed objectives of the plan.
4.3

MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

The key to identifying management options is to ask the question “What actions, programs or practices
would further the objectives of the watershed management plan”? Attendees at a public workshop were
asked this very question. The options brainstormed at the workshop were then combined and summarized
with those brainstormed and researched by the BBTG. Sources of option ideas include watershed plans
developed in other jurisdictions, existing or proposed government regulations and guidelines (e.g., Urban
Runoff Quality Control Guidelines, Land Development Guidelines, Stream Stewardship Guidelines,
proposed Streamside Protection Directives under the Fish Protection Act, etc.), reports developed by
the LWMP Stormwater Task Group (i.e., Best Management Practices for Stormwater Management,
Options for Municipal Stormwater Management Governance, Draft Information on LWMP
Stormwater Options), the Draft Stormwater Management Strategy for Stoney Creek Watershed and
various watershed planning and stormwater management reports, guides and articles found in the
literature.
The resulting brainstormed potential options are presented in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. Table 4-3 lists the
potential options that are of a policy, principle, bylaw or education/stewardship nature for the watershed in
general. Table 4-4 lists site-specific potential options of an improvement or enhancement nature.
Options for the watershed plan may be categorized in several different ways. There are capital
investments (e.g., construction of flood management or treatment facilities), management practices for
O&M, management programs (e.g., source control) and other local government policy decisions. Stream
stewardship initiatives and public education and awareness programs are also major categories of options.
Stormwater management options are also often classified as structural or non-structural best management
practices (BMPs). Option descriptions may be very broad or general in nature, or very specifically
described in terms of what (how much, to what effort or resource level), where (location or areal extent options may be defined at the site, reach, sub-catchment or watershed scale), and when (timing and
duration). Additionally, the same general option may possibly be described according to different
management levels, from low-level to high-level “Cadillac” versions.
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TABLE 4-3: POTENTIAL WATERSHED MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
Education Programs
•

reduction of use and/or control of runoff of garden chemicals, pet waste, fertilizers, car wash soap

•

recycling of used motor oil and disposal of household hazardous wastes

•

signage, kiosks; interpretive, emergency numbers, reporting spills/sediment loading, promoting stewardship,
warning/bylaw notification

•

education program for developers / contractors

•

educational packages for teachers / schools

•

education program for business/industry

•

education program for riparian landowners

•

public education on watershed protection - television, newspaper, radio, etc.

Public Participation and Stewardship
•

involvement in local stream restoration activities / partnership projects - planting, control of exotics, fish
stocking, etc., development advocacy

•

public events, festivals, tours

•

volunteer monitoring

•

stewardship/donor award/recognition program

•

public consultation in stormwater program development

Illicit Discharge Elimination
•

cross-connection identification and elimination - smoke or dye tests, video inspections, water quality
monitoring, etc.; inspection system and fines for cross connections at new construction sites, etc.

•

depots/recycling programs for hazardous wastes

•

car-washing facilities not connected to storm drain

•

bylaw enabling enforcement - require use of infiltration ditches or swales; re-engineer existing discharges to
swales or infiltration ditches; require treatment/removal of hydrocarbons and suspended solids at all outfalls

•

require oil/water separators for runoff from paved areas on institutional / commercial / industrial properties

•

sanitary sewer rehabilitation and construction - I/I program, SSO and CSO reduction program, flow forecasting

•

swimming pool management and plumbing guidelines

•

"Scooping" bylaw

•

railway train sewage disposal regulation

Construction Runoff Control
•

sediment and erosion control bylaw - requirement to implement appropriate BMPs, review of site management
plans, specify allowable concentrations, require certification of environmental monitors, etc.

•

concrete wash bylaw

Municipal Operations & Planning
•

staff training / pollution (incl. spills) prevention programs / waste disposal - operation/maintenance of parks,
vehicle fleets, buildings, storm sewer system, streets, catch basins, parking lots, storage yards, waste
transfer stations

•

spill response program - review and clarify

•

policy on problem wildlife (beavers, geese, etc.)
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TABLE 4-3: POTENTIAL WATERSHED MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
•

rainfall and water quantity and quality monitoring, stream assessment protocol including standardized
biological sampling

•

mapping/inventories of surface water resources

•

subwatershed stormwater management plans

•

design criteria for stormwater retention / detention ponds

•

guidelines / standards for bank protection

•

floodplain definition and management techniques; floodplain bylaw - e.g., minimum elevations or limit building on
the floodplain

•

cooperative, partnership planning and management - mechanisms to meet, plan, implement, and be
accountable - with other stakeholder organizations (e.g., MoU's, ROW agreements, implementation
agreements, Env. Advisory Comm.)

•

volunteer roof leader disconnection or private on-site storage/infiltration measures - splash pads / rain barrels
/ infiltration sumps

•

review encroachments on GVRD RoWs - focus on Still Creek

•

increased inspection, enforcement

Integration with Land Use Planning and Management
•

policy statements on stormwater and streams (e.g., open watercourse); coordination with Official Community
Plans and Livable Region Strategic Plan

•

sensitive area identification and protection

•

impervious area limitations

•

minimize impervious surfaces in parks

•

stream buffer or setback bylaw

•

greenways incorporating streams; trails, recreational access - restricted access to sensitive area, upgrade
new greenways trails to access road standards, all trails should be 20 ft+ from non-channelized streams

•

soil and vegetation disturbance /conservation bylaw

Development / Re-development Management
•

requirement of storage, filtration and/or infiltration BMPs including operation and maintenance plan

•

watercourse protection from deposition, alteration, channelization

•

covenants for riparian areas

•

daylighting where redevelopment provides opportunity

•

sensitive area land acquisition where redevelopment or local planning process provides opportunity wetlands, riparian areas

•

site design standards targeted at protecting key natural features and reduction in impervious area - vegetated
swales and ditches, cluster development, smaller road widths, pervious surfaces, etc.

•

Financial partnerships / cost-sharing

•

Public Trust fund

•

Stormwater Utility

•

Performance Bonds

•

Paid parking (in parks)

Funding
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TABLE 4-3: POTENTIAL WATERSHED MANAGEMENT OPTIONS
•

Fines

•

Volunteers, donated materials and storage facility

•

Taxes

•

Development cost charge bylaw
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TABLE 4-4: POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Subwatershed
or Reach

Improvement Opportunities

Location

Still Creek
•

Clean up garbage debris, provide signage/education on dumping Renfrew Park
and natural values of area, and improve trail access.

•

Flood management strategy

Kelly Court

•

Bank stabilization

Coronett to Boundary Road

•

Flood management strategy

Renfrew Park to Trout Lake

•

Improve culvert entrance condition

Boundary Road

•

Riffle weirs

between 29th and 22nd Aves.

•

Enhancement/revegetation of stream banks

Coronett to Boundary Road

•

Riffle weirs

Coronett to Boundary Road (in ravine)

•

Naturalize, increase complexity

Renfrew Park

•

Detention pond

Renfrew Park or Renfrew Ravine

•

Wetland

Renfrew Park

•

Wetland/pond - remove concrete flume

Kelly Court

•

Consider daylighting and land acquisition where possible as part (e.g., Rupert to Coronett), d/s of Gilmore
of redevelopment opportunities and local planning processes

•

Re-establish meander, reclaim floodplain (increase storage
potential)

3800 Block to Gilmore

•

Stream enhancement and wetland

On North Branch below Gilmore

•

Flood management strategy

Renfrew to Sperling

•

Detention pond.

Westminster Ave to Douglas.

•

Stream enhancement and wetland

Beecher Creek to Sperling

•

Large scale in-line sediment pond or detention pond.

West of Sperling

•

Mitigate summer low DO levels - e.g., aeration, weirs, stream
complexing

lower reaches

•

Greenway/Bikeway

along open sections and other areas as
appropriate

•

Still Creek Trail / Greenway

full length of creek with some breaks and
detours along roads (Fig. 25, BCIT report)
and designated greenways in Vancouver

•

Improve fish passage

several locations identified in BCIT report
(see Figs. 12-15, BCIT report)

•

Land Development Guidelines and policies

Open waterways in Vancouver

•

Upgrade culverts and approaches for fish passage

@ Lougheed and @ Broadway

Beecher Creek
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TABLE 4-4: POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Subwatershed
or Reach

Improvement Opportunities

Location

•

Riparian planting

•

Protect riparian area near bowling lanes

•

Biofiltration pond

Beecher Park

•

Evaluate fish presence

Above and below BCIT

•

Daylighting

BCIT property

•

Spot dredging

Burnaby Lake inlet and outlet

•

Pilot Lake Dredging

Lake inlet and mouth of Eagle Creek

•

Review Dam Operation Plan

Cariboo Dam

•

Traffic noise reduction from Trans Canada Hwy

Burnaby Lake Regional Nature Park

•

Creation of cool water refuge areas

As per Matt Foy recommendation

•

Mitigate summer low DO - e.g., aeration, weirs, stream
complexing

outlet of Lake to Cariboo Rd.

•

Enhance wetland

Above Lougheed

•

Off-channel detention ponds

Above Broadway and above Lougheed

•

Replace culvert with freespan bridge

@ Lougheed and Broadway

•

Naturalize (remove concrete) and enhance

Government to Winston

•

Remove concrete flume to culvert and replace with channel
protection and fish passage

@ Government

•

Hydraulic study on Winston crossing - review capacity

@ Winston

•

Naturalize, enhance stream and redirect away from road

Warner Loat Park

•

Off-channel / wetland enhancement

South of Winston, other side of sewer line

•

Riparian corridor enhancement

Western Tributary, Greystone Rd.

•

Off channel rearing pond

@ Lougheed

•

Remove of fix wooden weir

@ Wolfe property

•

Stream enhancement and fish passage improvements

downstream of railway

•

Biofiltration ponds

On Beaver Creek and two southern tribs
to lake

•

Fish Refuge / Creek Deepening

On two eastern tribs to lake

•

Daylighting

section of Buckingham Creek through
parking area

Below Lougheed

Guichon Creek

Burnaby Lake

Eagle Creek

Deer Lake
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TABLE 4-4: POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Subwatershed
or Reach

Improvement Opportunities

Location

Deer Lake
Brook
•

Preserve Park as flood storage

Below Canada Way

•

Culvert upgrades - hydraulic study required

mainstem of creek

•

Sedimentation basin

mouth of creek

•

Daylighting

Between East Lake Dr. and Winston

•

Construct open fish channel bypass

Cariboo Dam

•

Repair / replace retaining walls

Cariboo Dam

•

Sewer relocation onto access road (including Stormont Sewer
and Brunette Interceptor )

Dam to Trans Canada Hwy

•

Riffle weirs, mitigate stoplog structures

Stoney Creek to North Road

•

Off channel rearing / side channel development

downstream of Trans Canada Hwy to
stoplog structures

•

Baseflow augmentation from groundwater

Cariboo Hill and hatchery

•

Preserve Park as flood storage, regrade for faster drainage

Hume Park

•

Vegetate riparian zones with natural species in 15 m buffer strip Hume Park
with established access points

•

Daylight one culvert

Hume Park

•

Use porous pavement for parking lot surfacing

Hume Park

•

Construct continuation of access road

North Road to Braid St.

•

Upgrade two railway trestle bridges to freespan or central pier

Downstream of Brunette Ave.

•

Remove old railway bridge

Canfor

•

Brunette River Trail/Greenway

Cariboo Dam to mouth, incl. through
industrial park

•

Re-establish channel and riparian buffer - establish and enforce Brunette mouth.
setbacks.

•

Revegetate riparian zones

Highway 1 and areas identified in stream
inventory

•

Replace concrete and large debris with LWD

Cariboo dam to mouth

•

Off channel rearing development

Tributaries north side of Brunette, North
Rd to Hwy 1

•

Infiltration basins

South slope of Burnaby Mountain

•

Daylight

Between North Rd and Ailsa (through
park)

Silver Creek

Brunette River

Stoney Creek
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TABLE 4-4: POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Subwatershed
or Reach

Improvement Opportunities

Location

•

Stream stabilization

Below Ailsa to North Rd, through private
property

•

Improve fish passage at sewer crossing

@ North Road

•

Improve fish passage through culvert

@ Chapman

•

Preserve existing riparian zone and enforce setbacks

Chapman to Stoney Ck mouth

•

Upgrade footbridges

Beaverbrook Park and behind Stoney Ck
school

•

Improve fish habitat

Trib 2

•

Remove/ upgrade bridge

Beaverbrook Park

•

Onsite storage / detention

SFU development and new NE Burnaby
school

•

Fish habitat protection/enhancement with new sewer or road
construction

new NE Burnaby school (BNR RoW)

•

Expand wetland and address erosion at outfall

in B.C. Hydro and Trans Mtn RoW
between Stoney Ck and Bell Ave., north
side of Lougheed

•

Replace culvert with freespan bridge

@ Lougheed

•

Replace culvert with freespan bridge

@ Government

•

Replace BNR railway bridge with freespan

BNR crossing

•

Improve fish passage over sewer line

Stoney Ck mouth

•

Improve off-channel rearing and address erosion control

Between Lougheed and Government St.

•

Link Burnaby Mountain and Brunette Trails

not given

•

Off channel rearing area

Beaverbrook Park

•

Habitat Enhancement Opportunities (instream)

potential suggestions across system (ref.
table 5.1, KWL-CH2M, February 1999)

•

Drainage Facility Upgrades (capacity - large return period flows) upgrade recommendations across system
(ref. figure 7-4, KWL-CH2M, February
1999)

•

SFU on-site detention

•

Stormwater Interception & Diversion

Gaglardi phase 1&2, University Drive, Noel
Drive

•

Effective Impervious Area reduction measures

All developing and redeveloping areas

•

Detention, Riffle pools

BNR RoW

•

Fix drainage and erosion control measures in field

@ Stoney Creek School

•

Detention Facilities

upstream of Stoney Creek mouth, above
mainstem and Trib 3 junction, Lougheed
Town Centre southern area
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TABLE 4-4: POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Subwatershed
or Reach

Improvement Opportunities

Location

Lubbock Creek •

Investigate feasibility of improving fish passage

@ Highway 1

Robert Burnaby •
Creek

Investigate feasibility of improving fish passage

@ Highway 1

4.4

OPTION EVALUATION

As they are, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 may function as first-cut “idea” reference lists for future work in the
watershed. However, the BBTG was confronted with the challenge of filtering and evaluating the
potential options to come up with key recommendations for the watershed’s action plan.
Some options may be not be feasible due to financial, technological, environmental or political constraints.
Some options may be outside the authority, jurisdiction, or role of the Task Group members to evaluate.
Ideally, those remaining would be subject to a detailed, formal evaluation where options were grouped in
some manner (e.g., according to the array of categorization possibilities described in the previous section).
The performance, or ability of the options to meet the objectives according to defined criteria, would be
predicted or modelled under different scenarios and undergo sensitivity analyses. This would allow an
examination of the potential tradeoffs among options and between objectives. Many methodologies have
been developed to structure and lead decision-makers through these steps, such as the multiple account
evaluation or the more traditional and familiar cost-benefit analysis.
The BBTG elected not to undertake the detailed formal evaluation process primarily due to: the complexity
in grouping options as a result of different scales; specificity; categories; management level definitions and
the sheer number of potential options identified; the extensive time and level of resources required for
developing the necessary models; and the belief that the results may be mis-trusted. The latter belief was
grounded on the understanding that models predicting environmental impact often require both gross
assumptions and sophisticated levels of understanding, contain high levels of uncertainty, and may
inadequately encompass objectives or values that are difficult to quantify with strictly numerical measures
such as dollar cost. Finally, the BBTG recognized that the Task Group itself did not have the authority to
proceed with options that would potentially drop out of the formal evaluation. The group recognized that
each stakeholder agency, in particular the municipalities, would necessarily have to evaluate potential
options within their own technical and political process, and balance them within each agency’s own
priorities, resources and constraints.
Instead, the evaluation approach focused on developing a strategic and guiding framework that would help
to ensure that stakeholder agencies would work in concert in implementing watershed options and that
those options would help to achieve the watershed objectives. The option evaluation framework was
developed by examining a series of projects: the Floodplain Mapping project, the Stoney Creek
Stormwater Management Strategy project, and the development of Decision Criteria (that led to
carrying out a Basin Stream Inventory, developing a Stream Corridor Evaluation System and a
Site/Project Evaluation Checklist). These projects serve two main purposes:
3. To gain insight on the existing watershed condition and potential implications of some of the
management options.
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4. To provide tools which can potentially be used within the evaluation framework by Brunette
watershed agencies to guide or prioritize implementation of management options according to
watershed objectives.
The following sections describe the proposed evaluation framework, the Key Option Themes and
Watershed Strategic Options introduced in that framework, and the purpose, background, products, status
and next steps for each of the projects listed in bold above.

4.4.1

Option Evaluation Framework

To clarify the scope, level of detail on option definition, and scale of the watershed plan, the BBTG
developed a framework of definition and evaluation of option levels that correspond to different planning
scales. Table 4-5 illustrates this framework. The levels are listed from a broad scale to a site specific
scale. As noted, there are broader levels of planning, such as the regional level, which are not listed.
Each level must look to the level above it to ensure consistency with the bigger picture. The key option
themes are discussed in Section 4.4.2 and the identified options and benefits matrix developed by the
BBTG are presented in Section 4.4.3.
An evaluation framework is suggested for the subwatershed and site specific levels that relates to the pilot
Stoney Creek subwatershed study (Section 4.4.5) and the two evaluation tools: the draft Stream Corridor
Evaluation System (Section 4.4.8), and the Site/Project Evaluation Checklist (Section 4.4.9). It was
recognized that the BBTG did not have the resources or time to actually conduct the technical,
environmental and cost investigations required for each option, including those that may be applied across
the watershed. However, the SWTG developed two useful references as part of its regional stormwater
work for conducting these types of investigations: Best Management Practices Guide for Stormwater
Management (GVS&DD, October 1999), and Options for Municipal Stormwater Management
Governance: Bylaws, Permits and Other Regulations (GVS&DD, April 1998).
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TABLE 4-5: OPTIONS DEFINITION AND EVALUATION
Options are defined at different levels reflecting the spatial scales and stages of the planning process. An evaluation framework has been proposed
for each option level defined. Each level must look to the level above it to ensure consistency with the bigger picture:

Option Level

Description / Purpose

Evaluation Framework

Key Themes*

• over-arching key principles for
urban watershed management
• key messages to communicate
• strategic, broad options proposed
for entire watershed
• guiding strategy for watershed
agencies
• options proposed for
subwatershed and potentially site
level
• guiding strategy at local level
• opportunity for more specific
integration with OCP’s and
involving local community
• individual projects in “conceptual”
idea stage
• project fairly specifically defined
for a specific location

• consensus using professional
judgement

Watershed
Strategic
Options**
Subwatershed

Individual
Project/Site

Options Identified

• impervious areas
• stream corridors
• source control
• benefits matrix using professional Strategic Options List
(focus of 3rd public workshop)
judgement
• detailed, planning level hydrologic
and hydraulic modelling, water
quality monitoring, habitat
assessment, preliminary cost
estimates
• steering committee consensus

Stoney Creek Stormwater
Management Strategy example

• detailed and accurate
investigation on technical
feasibility, costs, hydrology,
hydraulics and environmental
impacts

• Master list of potential options
(brainstormed by public and BBTG;
used to develop Strategic Options
list)

* Options from planning processes at broader levels are not listed. These occur at the regional level. Examples include the Livable Region Strategic
Plan and the Liquid Waste Management Plan.
** The Brunette Basin Watershed Plan focus is mainly on this strategic watershed level.
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Key Option Themes

Key themes of the watershed plan answer the question: “If there were three key things to communicate
about urban watershed planning, three key things that anyone could easily remember, what would they
be”? The BBTG proposes Impervious Areas, Stream Corridor Protection and Source Control as
the three key option themes for urban watershed planning.
Impervious Areas: It could be argued that minimizing impervious area (such as paved surfaces) in a
stream’s catchment is a method of source control, but since science has shown that this one factor is so
critical to a stream’s hydrology and habitat, the BBTG felt it deserved a place of its own as a key theme.
There are technical questions to be resolved regarding the strict definition and measurement of impervious
areas. (For example, “Effective Impervious Area” is a term that has been invented to account for
impervious areas whose contribution to runoff is less certain or direct, such as highly compacted soils or
rooftops and parking lots that do not drain into the storm sewer network.) However it is defined and
measured, the water quantity and quality benefits of returning water to soil, which acts as a sponge and
filter, rather than collecting it as quickly as possible and piping it to the nearest stream, are easy to
understand and accept. Minimizing impervious areas should be promoted through Best Management
Practices (BMPs) even as the watershed continues to experience population growth and development.
Stream Corridor Protection: Scientific literature has also illustrated the benefits of maintaining a
vegetated riparian corridor in providing valuable wildlife and fisheries habitat, reducing flooding risk and
erosion, and in providing a last zone of defence against non-point source pollution entering the stream. A
portion of these benefits may be lost when the buffer is short-circuited by breaks or intrusions into the
corridor (e.g, stream crossings or direct pipe outfalls). However, when these benefits are added to the
recreational, aesthetic and educational potential that these corridors provide, particularly important in highly
urbanized areas, then stream corridor protection is clearly a logical and desirable goal. The challenge will
be to balance potentially competing values and uses of these stream corridors, many of which in the
Brunette are already in a highly altered or managed state.
Source Control: Addressing causes of symptoms at source, rather than treating the symptoms
themselves downstream, is a universally accepted approach to solving problems cost-effectively and it
applies equally to watershed management. The hydrological aspect of source control is addressed largely
through minimizing or reducing impervious areas. Therefore, the water quality aspect is stressed under
this key theme through the prevention or control of sediment loading, non-point source pollution and spills.
Figure 4-1 illustrates that other levels of options flow from the three key themes, and that the watershed
objectives, issues and options are linked to each other.
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FIGURE 4-1: KEY OPTION THEMES AND LINKS TO OBJECTIVES AND ISSUES

OBJECTIVES
Environmental: protect or
enhance aquatic habitat,
terrestrial habitat and
biodiversity

ISSUES
Loss of Habitat

Water Quality
Social: enhance recreational
opportunities and minimize
health and safety impacts
related to flooding and poor
water quality

Financial: minimize the cost of
carrying out the plan and
minimize property damage due
to flooding

Learning: increase the
understanding of natural
systems and the impact of the
plan on these systems and
human health; increase
opportunities for public learning

Erosion

Flooding

Recreation /
Aesthetics

OPTIONS
Key Themes
Impervious Areas: Minimize
increases and strive for longterm reduction through Best
Management Practices (BMPs).
Stream Corridor Protection:
Protection of stream corridors
and riparian areas, and longterm establishment of effective
buffer, to benefit stream habitat,
recreational use and flood
protection.
Source Control: Education
and application of source control
best management practices
(BMPs) for sediment control,
non-point source pollution and
spills.

Strategic Options
Education /
Involvement

Subwatershed Planning
Project/Site Planning
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Watershed Strategic Options

The BBTG defined more specific strategic options at the watershed scale under the broad categories of
Policies, Principles and Bylaws; Education and Stewardship Programs; and Improvement Programs (Table
4-6). To develop this list the BBTG distilled, through consensus, the numerous brainstormed potential
options and programs provided in Section 4.3. As a rudimentary evaluation framework, a benefits matrix
is included showing which benefits result from undertaking these options, in the opinion of the BBTG. In
addition, the stream corridor management approach (as described in Figure 4-2) reflected by the strategic
option is indicated in the table.
The strategic options and benefits matrix were the focus of review and discussion at the third public
workshop held in June 1999. Public participants were also asked to indicate which top five options they
felt should receive priority. Results of the prioritization and comments on the strategic options list are
summarized in Appendix D. Major findings from the comments received include:
•

There were no objections to any of the strategic options proposed.

•

Participants expanded upon the options listed, indicated additional related suggestions, or pointed out
the interrelationships and links between options.

•

Comments reflected a desired emphasis on education and training in all demographics, and interactive
and linked riparian activities.

•

The strategic options which most frequently made the “top five” list were numbers 2 and 6 under
Policies, Principles and Bylaws; numbers 3, 4 and 7 under Education and Stewardship Programs, and
number 4 under Improvement Programs.

As a further step toward creating an action plan from the proposed strategic options, the BBTG identified
initial actions the stakeholder agencies are prepared to carry out in relation to the strategic options. These
are listed in Table 4-7. Table 4-7 also indicates: who will take the lead in carrying out the action; potential
partners; a proposed timeline for the action; a suggested check mechanism (or how accountability will be
shown, not necessarily meant as an environmental monitoring indicator); and a cross reference number to
the strategic options list (i.e., riffle weirs is C8). The entries at the end of the table under “wish list/ideas”
are some additional actions that BBTG representatives indicated they would like to see done, or may
consider doing.
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TABLE 4-6: STRATEGIC OPTIONS AND BENEFITS MATRIX
Stream Corridor Habitat Water
Management
/ Fish Quality
Approach

A.

Flooding Erosion Recreation / Education /
Aesthetics Involvement

Policies, Principles and Bylaws

1 Develop floodplain management strategy and associated bylaws

Protect

4

4

4

4

2* Delineate existing riparian, wetland and flood storage areas and
establish policy to protect (from development, construction impacts,
locating of new utilities or facilities, etc.)

Protect

4

4

4

4

4

3 Develop watercourse protection and sediment and erosion control bylaw

Protect

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 Establish, mark and enforce suitable right-of-way/easements for maintenance

Protect

4

4

4

5 Consider property acquisition of riparian, wetland and flood storage areas where
local planning process provides opportunity

Protect

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Protect, Enhance
6* Integrate stormwater management and Best Management Practices
guide with land use planning tools - policy statements in Official
Community Plans and zoning and subdivision bylaws; establish effective
impervious area reduction guidelines or bylaw

7 Develop subwatershed stormwater management plans

All levels

4

8 Improve fish passage and enhance/revegetate as part of facility repair or
upgrades

Enhance

4

9 Consider daylighting where local planning process provides opportunity

Rehabilitate

4

B.

Education and Stewardship Programs

4

4

4

4
4

4

4

(Education programs have the potential to address any or all objectives. Therefore benefits not checked for this

group.)

1 Municipal and district staff training

All levels

2 Contractor/developers program

All levels

3* General public program on watershed protection

All levels

4* School curriculum program

All levels

5 Local stream restoration activities/festivals (cleanups, planting, invasive species
control, etc.)

All levels

6 Signage/Kiosks as part of Greenways

All levels

7 Riparian landowner contact program

All levels
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Stream Corridor Habitat Water
Management
/ Fish Quality
Approach

Flooding Erosion Recreation / Education /
Aesthetics Involvement

All levels

8 Recognition/Awards program in business and resident categories

TABLE 4-6: STRATEGIC OPTIONS AND BENEFITS MATRIX
Stream
Habitat Water
Corridor
/ Fish Quality
Management
Approach

C.

Flooding Erosion Recreation / Education /
Aesthetics Involvement

Improvement Programs

1 Sewer rehabilitation program - Inflow/Infiltration and cross-connection elimination

Protect

4

2* Flood management strategy

Protect

4

3 Spill response program - review and clarify

Protect

4

4

4 Bank erosion control and revegetation strategy - bank stabilization and
enhancement, bioengineering considered before rip rapping, etc.

Protect,
Enhance

4

4

5 Fish passage improvements

Enhance

4

6 Greenways and recreational corridors incorporating streams

Enhance

4

7 Baseflow augmentation; infiltration basins

Enhance

4

4

8 Riffle weirs

Enhance

4

4

9 Culvert upgrades or bridge replacement

Enhance,
Rehabilitate

4

10 Wetland, wet or dry detention pond, biofiltration pond

Rehabilitate

4

11 Stream complexing and off-channel habitat; reduce channelization

Rehabilitate

4

12 Dredging Burnaby Lake

Rehabilitate

4

*Top option in each category (including ties) as selected during public consultation process (see Appendix D)
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FIGURE 4-2: STREAM CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT APPROACHES

Pipe and Pave
• replace streams and stream channels
with storm sewers for more efficient
drainage conveyance.
(not desirable - no options proposed)
Protect and Preserve
• conduct instream enhancement work to
protect existing habitat and to reduce
runoff from new development.

Erosion Protection
and Fishery
Enhancements

(the Brunette Basin Task Group agreed
this to be the minimum desirable level)
Enhance
• reduce imperviousness in the watershed
to modify runoff from existing and new
development and provide in-stream
enhancement. Establish riparian
protection zone.

Attenuated Peak
Flows

Rehabilitate
• establish riparian protection zone for all
stream corridors and restore corridors
for aquatic habitat. Reduce
imperviousness further and provide
significant storm water storage to
modify stream flows.

Groundwater
Protection
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TABLE 4-7: P ROPOSED ACTIONS BY STAKEHOLDER AGENCIES
ACTION

LEAD

Potential
Partners

Proposed Potential Progress
Timeline
Indicator
(years)

Relates to
Strategic
Option(s)

Flood Management Strategy

municipalities, public,
GVRD, MELP business
groups

5

ROW needs assessment and acquisition
program

municipalities, MELP
GVRD

5

# adequate ROW /
total # properties

A4

Habitat enhancement and fish passage
improvements

GVRD, ESG,
ESG,
municipalities, municipalities.
developers
MELP, DFO
(compensatory
works)

5

km of completed
work

A3

Subwatershed Management Plan

municipalities, ESG, public
GVRD
groups, MELP,
DFO

10

# of plans

A7

Staff Training

GVRD (internal) MELP, DFO,
ESG

5

# of training days

B1

Sewer repair / cross-connection elimination
program

municipalities, MELP
GVRD

5

Fecal coliform levels C1
should drop

Spill / Emergency Response Program - clarify

municipalities, MELP, DFO,
GVRD
DOE

5

C3

Bioengineering projects on Stoney Creek

GVRD, Burnaby Stoney Creek
Parks
Environment
Committee,
DFO, MELP

5

C4

Fish passage improvements (dam, lower
stoplogs)

GVRD

5

Fish counts

C5

Greenways including streams

municipalities, DFO, MELP
GVRD

5

km of greenway

C6

Culvert / Bridge improvements (e.g., Stoney
Creek)

municipalities, MELP, DFO,
GVRD
ESG

20

# of bridges vs.
culverts

C9

DFO, SF&GC

A1, C2

Debris/culvert grate improvements Stoney Creek GVRD
at Lougheed, to minimize plugging

DFO, MELP,
ESG

5

C2

Sediment Control Bylaw

Burnaby

GVRD, MELP,
DFO

5

A3

Stoney Creek Stormwater Management Plan
Implementation Program

Burnaby

GVRD,
Coquitlam, Port
Moody, SFU,
BCIT, MELP,
DFO, NGO

5

A7

Burnaby Lake Rejuvenation

Burnaby

GVRD, MELP,
DFO, NGO

10-15

Westridge Combined Sewer Separation
Program

Burnaby

GVRD, MELP

10-15

C1

Eastlake Sewer Interceptor Upgrade

GVRD

Burnaby, MELP

5

C1

Deer Lake Biofiltration Ponds

Burnaby

MELP, DFO

5

C10

Deepening of Creeks #16, 17 to Deer Lake

Burnaby

MELP, DFO

5

C5, C11

Beecher Creek Stream Enhancement

Beecher Creek Burnaby, DFO,
Streamkeepers BCIT, MELP

5

C4, C5, C11

Westridge Catchment Combined Sewer Pipe
Inspection

Burnaby

5

C1

MELP
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TABLE 4-7: P ROPOSED ACTIONS BY STAKEHOLDER AGENCIES
ACTION

LEAD

Brentwood Catchment Sanitary Sewer Pipe
Grouting

Burnaby

Watershed and Streams Learning Unit for
Elementary School

Burnaby

Potential
Partners

School District
#41

Proposed Potential Progress
Timeline
Indicator
(years)

Relates to
Strategic
Option(s)

5

C1

5

B4

Implement public awareness strategy for NPS
MELP, Water
MELP, Lower
pollution - lead development of a provincial water Quality Branch Mainland
education program
Region

5

changes in school
curriculum

B3, B5

Participate in and strongly advocate liquid waste MELP, Lower
management plans and stormwater
Mainland
management plans in critical areas
Region

MELP, Water
Quality Branch,
GVRD,
municipalities

5

completion of plans

A3, A6

Encourage support for development of
regulations and Directives under the Fish
Protection Act and use of provisions under Local
Government Statutes Amendment Act

Ministry of Municipal Affairs,
MELP - Resource Stewardship
Branch, Water Quality Branch &
Lower Mainland Region

5

effective riparian
corridor protection
bylaws in
municipalities

A6

Harmonize the requirements of the proposed
Municipal Sewage Reg. (Waste Management
Act) with the Sewage Disposal Regulation
(Health Act)

MELP, Water
MELP, Lower
Quality Branch, Mainland
Ministry of
Region
Municipal
Affairs, Ministry
of Health

5

reduction of sewage C1
overflows

Watershed Pledge Program

BCIT FWR
Program

Burnaby plus
others

5

# of pledges from
A3, A7, A8
residents,
businesses and
schools. Response
from target area.

Habitat Inventory of Green space between
BCIT FWR
Robert Burnaby Park and Gaglardi Ave
Program
interchange off Hwy #1. Area to south of Burnaby
Lake Park.

MELP, DFO

5

Completed inventory (A2)
of vegetation, fish
presence, birds and
wildlife in area.

Still Creek Vision Document

BCIT FWR
Program

MELP, DFO

5

Completed vision
A7
document and use in
future work on Still
Creek.

Nestbox Inventory Project

BCIT FWR
Program

MELP

20

Growing inventory of (B5)
nestbox sites and
information about
bird species
presence.

Purple Loosestrife Removal in Deer Lake and
Burnaby Lake

BCIT FWR
Program

City of Burnaby,
MELP, DFO

20

Control/Eradication
of loosestrife from
Deer Lk. and
Burnaby Lk. area.

B5

all

WISH LIST / IDEAS
Strategic Options will become policy

Municipalities, DFO, MELP,
GVRD, NGO,
NGO
Developers

5

varies

Specific riparian enhancement program
targeting all potential enhancement sites,
regardless of land ownership status

Municipalities, DFO, MELP,
GVRD, NGO,
NGO
Developers

5

reflected changes in C4-6, C8,
land use practices
C11
and bylaws
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TABLE 4-7: P ROPOSED ACTIONS BY STAKEHOLDER AGENCIES
ACTION

Off-channel rearing ponds (Stoney Ck, Brunette
River)

LEAD

Potential
Partners

Proposed Potential Progress
Timeline
Indicator
(years)

DFO

Burnaby,
GVRD, SFGC,
MELP

5-10

Watershed Watch - patrols by volunteers to
ESG
report pollution, erosion, wildlife infractions, etc.

Municipalities,
GVRD, DFO,
MELP

5

smolt numbers in
spring

Relates to
Strategic
Option(s)
C11

B3, B4, B5

ESG - Environmental Stewardship Groups, NGO - Non-government organizations
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Floodplain Mapping and Technical Analysis of Flood Management Alternatives

In an urban setting, critical components of a watershed management plan may include identification of
areas subject to flooding, and development of a flood management strategy to minimize the risk of
flooding. A flood management strategy typically consists of two components: technical options to keep
floodwater away from property/people, and land-use management options to keep people/property away
from the floodwater.
Both the flood maps and flood management strategy address two of the Brunette Watershed Plan
objectives: social and financial, and have the potential to address all the watershed objectives. The
specific social objective is to minimize health and safety impacts; and the specific financial objective is to
minimize property damage costs. In addition, both the flood mapping and flood management strategy are
noted in the Brunette Basin Watershed Plan as "Potential Watershed Management Options" under
Municipal Operations and Planning, and numerous flood management items are included under "Potential
Improvement Programs" (Table 4-3 and Table 4-4).
A brief summary of 1) the floodplain mapping project and 2) ongoing development of a flood management
strategy follows.
To identify areas subject to flooding, the Greater Vancouver Regional District completed a floodplain
mapping project that estimates the extent of flooding in the 73.3 km2 Still Creek-Brunette River drainage
basin during the 25 and 200 year return period flood events. The project applied to the main stem of the
system from Still Creek at Renfrew Avenue to the outlet of the Brunette River at the Fraser River, not the
minor tributaries. This project is complete and the results are reported in the Still Creek – Brunette River
Floodplain Mapping Technical Report (GVRD, Dec. 1998). The mapping shows that the land
potentially flooded by the 25 year return period event (the District's traditional design flow) beyond the
main channel includes approximately 168 ha, 30% of which is adjacent to Still Creek and Still Creek North
Branch, 60% beyond the normal controlled winter area of Burnaby Lake, and 10% adjacent to the
Brunette River. Approximately 39% more land (a total of 233 ha) is affected outside of the main channel
areas for the 200 year return period flood event. A key recommendation was to proceed with
development of a flood management strategy.
To facilitate the development of a flood management strategy, the watershed municipalities requested the
GVRD to undertake a preliminary analysis of technical flood reduction alternatives. The objective of this
preliminary analysis is to identify and review alternatives to reduce the risk of potential flooding and to
make recommendations for more detailed investigations. Technical options that were included were
channel conveyance improvements, changes to operating procedures, peak flow diversion, detention
storage, improvement of the bridge and culvert hydraulics, and modifications to Cariboo Dam. This work
is now complete and the results are reported in Preliminary Flood Reduction Alternatives for the Still
Creek - Brunette River System (GVRD-O&M, August 1999). Results indicate that significant flood risk
reductions may be possible through technical alternatives including stormwater diversion from upper Still
Creek, channel enlargement below Willingdon Avenue, and minor dyking and culvert improvements.
Recommendations include that more detailed feasibility assessment (including a cost-benefit-risk analysis)
be completed for the various alternatives. This assessment should include the potential costs of flood
damage for the 25 and 200 year floods, and any proposed land-use management options proposed by the
affected municipalities. The technical assessment phase of this work is scheduled to be completed in the
year 2000.
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Stormwater Management Strategy for Stoney Creek Watershed

The purpose of the Stoney Creek project was to establish a management strategy and action plan for the
Stoney Creek subwatershed to guide future stormwater and environmental programs. A second purpose
was for the BBTG to undertake and learn about state-of-the-art stormwater management planning at a
subwatershed level. For this reason, the project was often referred to as a “pilot within a pilot”. An
engineering and environmental consultant team was contracted to carry out the study. A Steering
Committee was struck which included several BBTG representatives (from GVRD, Burnaby Engineering, UBC, and BCIT) as well as representatives from SFU, Port Moody – Environmental
Services, Coquitlam – Parks, Burnaby – Planning, and the Stoney Creek Environment Committee
community group. The project was managed by the BBTG chair, Lambert Chu and funded jointly by
Burnaby, Coquitlam, Port Moody, SFU, GVRD and the Stoney Creek Environment Committee.
The final draft plan is entitled Integrated Stormwater Management Strategy for Stoney Creek
Watershed (KWL-CH2M, February 1999). Six different master drainage plan levels are defined (similar
to the Stream Corridor Management Approaches presented in Section 4.4.3), from “protect property” to
“restore entire watershed”. The Steering Committee agreed that current management philosophy and
technological expertise exist at the third level “preserve aquatic habitat” in the 20 year timeframe and
strives for the fourth level “improve aquatic habitat” in the 50 year timeframe.
The strategy outlines prescriptive third and fourth level actions for the main stem and eastern and western
sector drainage areas under the topics of hydrology, riparian corridors, aquatic habitat and water quality.
The emphasis is on addressing the hydrological changes in the watershed, particularly with respect to
hydrological influences on water quality and ecosystem protection. The key recommendations in
addressing the hydrological changes are to maintain current levels of impervious area in the short term and
reduce them in the long term, and to provide on site detention for new development. In the event of
technical, financial and institutional challenges in undertaking these key recommendations, regional
detention facilities and flow diversions are proposed as fallback/safeguard solutions of a capital
engineering nature to achieve a level 4. The major options identified in the strategy are listed and crossreferenced to the draft Stoney Creek document in Table 4-4: Potential Improvement Opportunities (under
Stoney Creek), Section 4.3 of this report.
The cost estimates for the capital engineering improvement works for flood management are
approximately $6.1 M for storm sewer upgrading and culvert replacement under level 3. The additional
estimate for the hydrological engineering works to achieve environmental improvements (level 4) is in the
order of $14.5 M. These estimates do not include costs for other stream enhancement work nor land
acquisition programs. To put these costs in perspective, the 1999 budget for the City of Burnaby for
stormwater management or drainage improvements is $2.2 M for operations and maintenance and $1.7 M
for capital projects.
Burnaby and Port Moody councils have endorsed the strategy in principle. Coquitlam council has agreed
to consider the measures proposed. Public and stakeholder agency reviews of the strategy are underway,
with stream stewardship/interest group/agency staff workshops occurring in January 2000. As part of the
stakeholder agencies’ budget evaluation processes, capital projects recommended in the study may in the
future be brought forward to the respective Councils, GVRD Board, etc. for approval. The draft strategy
has already provided a basis for a GVRD-Stoney Creek Environment Committee partnership to undertake
hydraulic and environmental enhancement work with the construction of 5 riffle weirs on the main stem,
and for the Stoney Creek Environment Committee to undertake a detailed bioengineering study of the
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creek. However, a major influence on the key factor that was identified – hydrological change – will rest
on the coordinated ability of the municipalities and SFU to implement the impervious area controls or onsite mitigation. This ability is defined institutionally through the land use planning process, as well as
financially and technically. Many of the recommended capital works would require further collaboration
among stakeholder agencies in agreeing on a chosen approach for the watershed.
In addition to providing a stormwater management strategy and action plan for Stoney Creek, the valuable
lessons or products from this “pilot within a pilot” study include:
•

a framework for communicating key concepts with regard to environmental influences of stormwater
management;

•

subwatershed study financial considerations: $50 - $100,000 to complete a subwatershed plan,
resulting in approximately $20 M in capital improvement work recommendations alone;

•

the significant financial and land area requirements for constructing regional detention facilities which
would effectively address water quality and erosion issues in addition to flooding;

•

need for continued communication and collaboration among subwatershed stakeholder agencies to
proceed with the stormwater strategy – to establish program priority, explore financial partnerships or
cost sharing, and optimize capital expenditure;

•

need for improved knowledge and practice regarding the feasibility, implementation, effectiveness and
costs of impervious area control or on site detention measures within the watershed. The draft Stoney
Creek stormwater strategy does not investigate this area in much detail. Rather, the study focuses on
investigation of the facility upgrades for flood control, and regional detention or diversion works for
environmental improvements; and,

•

need for integration of the principles and measures presented in the strategy with land use planning
and development process for the strategy to be effective.

4.4.6

Decision Criteria

As discussed in Section 4.4, the BBTG was confronted with the challenge of filtering and evaluating the
potential options from the brainstormed lists and the recommendations from the Stoney Creek study.
Decision criteria were developed for the purpose of providing a measurable basis for option evaluation.
Each decision criterion should give an indication of how any particular option or group of options act to
further or detract from achieving the objectives of the watershed plan.
The BBTG spent significant time and effort on developing the decision criteria in anticipation of a formal
and detailed option evaluation process. This proved difficult as decision criteria are required to be
applicable across all scales (site to watershed level) and most importantly, relatively easy to measure and
predict (this distinguishes them from monitoring indicators, although the same measure may serve both
purposes). Several expert meetings were held on the different objective areas and the resultant decision
criteria are presented in Table 4-8 as examples. The BBTG was not able to come up with a clear set of
decision criteria due to the complexity of programs and the interrelationships between options applied at
different scales. The BBTG encountered the most difficulty in identifying decision criteria for water
quality and for the hydrological change influence on environmental quality. Intensive modelling efforts are
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required to predict the impact of any one option in these areas at any one scale. The wide variability of
stormwater quality and treatment efficiencies as measured in the Brunette, or reported in the literature,
hint at the high uncertainty associated with environmental quality models at the watershed or smaller scale.
Although the example decision criteria were not used in a formal evaluation process, they provided the
basis for carrying out a physical stream inventory within the Basin. The effort and experience in
developing them also provided the foundation for the Stream Corridor Evaluation System and the
Site/Project Evaluation Checklist, the tools which were developed to help support the option evaluation
framework presented in Section 4.4.1. Finally, the example decision criteria suggest potential measures
that could be targeted for long term monitoring in assessing the effectiveness of plan implementation.
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TABLE 4-8: EXAMPLE DECISION CRITERIA
1. Environment
1.1 Protect or enhance biodiversity

Specific decision criteria not yet developed. 1.2 and 1.3 below will be used as surrogates.

1.2 Protect or enhance aquatic habitat:

Physical Condition:

Net change in length of streamcourse (km) displaying viable physical habitat characteristics,
e.g., open channel, vegetated buffer, fish accessibility, channel complexity.
Water Quantity: Net length of streamcourse (km) which shows improvement in the flowrate and/or velocity
frequency distribution.

Water Quality Condition: Net change in TSS (as a surrogate) loading over time.
Net change in fecal coliform loading over time, likely qualitatively.
1.3 Protect or enhance terrestrial

habitat

Net change of total watershed greenspace area (ha); refinements may be made to account for
i) continuity, ii) adjacent land use, iii) vegetation type, and iv) percent wetland area.

2. Social
2.1 Enhance recreation opportunities

Recreation potential rating based on % open channel, riparian greenspace, trail length, # of
public access points, fecal coliforms, etc.

2.2 Minimize health & safety impacts

Area (ha) of land flooded (e.g. by the 100-year flood), weighted by land use.
Length (km) of road flooded (e.g., by the 100-year flood), weighted by traffic intensity.
Net change in fecal coliform loading over time (as in Water Quality Condition).
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3. Financial
3.1

Minimize total costs

Present value of all management costs (capital, operating, and maintenance).
Potential for cost sharing arrangements.

3.2

Minimize property damage

Area (ha) of land flooded (e.g., by the 100-year flood), weighted by property value.

4. Learning
4.1 Increase scientific and

Constructed scale; subjective judgement.

management understanding
4.2 Increase opportunity for public

Constructed scale; subjective judgement.

learning

Additional
Impervious area
B-IBI
Condition/Capacity Rating

Measured as a percentage.
Benthic Index of Biotic Integrity as established in the literature.
Rating based on O&M measurements and/or qualitative judgement for S&D streams.
Condition ratings to be used for erosion control/bank stabilization aspect of minimizing
property damage.
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Brunette Basin Stream Inventory

Analysis of options at the watershed or subwatershed scale requires accurate and fairly comprehensive
mapping of the stream network, and information on the physical attributes of the streams. As this
information was lacking in the Brunette watershed, the BBTG contracted BCIT – Burnaby Lake Systems
Project to carry out an Inventory of Brunette Basin Streams Using GPS and GIS Technology (BCIT,
1999). The project entailed using a GPS to physically locate the major streams in the watershed and to
store geo-referenced data on physical habitat and stream corridor structures. The methodology and details
on the attributes collected are documented in the referenced report. The resultant data was transferred to
a Geographic Information System (GIS) for display and analysis. A CD-ROM with both GIS (ArcView®
GIS) files and *.pdf files (maps viewable in Adobe® Acrobat® freeware software) was created in order
to share the collected data among stakeholder agencies.
Users of the data should be cautioned that the data represent a snapshot in time. Stream attributes are
dynamic and can change over very short periods of time. The data was collected during the winter
season, when high flows often inhibited the safe collection of some of the attributes and served to hide
certain attributes such as bed material and locations of toe erosion. However, the resulting database is the
most comprehensive as yet for the Brunette watershed and allows some analysis and comparison of the
condition of the various catchments and reaches (see next section). The data has also proven useful as an
information base for: 1) a DFO and Ministry of Municipal Affairs study on Stoney Creek and Still Creek to
help develop and refine the proposed Provincial Streamside Protection Policy Directives (Smith, 1999); 2)
a City of Burnaby pilot study on Stoney Creek to assess the proposed Directives; and 3) alignment
planning for a sanitary sewer crossing Stoney Creek. The inventory data was collected with a
watershed/subwatershed planning level in mind, and is not sufficiently detailed to perform site specific
planning or engineering work.

4.4.8

Stream Corridor Evaluation System

A stream corridor evaluation system (SCES), tailored to the Brunette Watershed, is under development
and will attempt to:
§

Provide a form of assessment of the relative habitat and recreation potential among the major
catchments within the Brunette watershed;

§

Provide a benchmark for long-term trending, and potential factors to monitor or inventory in the future;

§

Integrate the data available on watershed characteristics, including the Stream Inventory data, into a
summary form; and,

§

Draw upon the decision criteria already discussed, and list factors that might be considered for
detailed modelling of the outcome of potential options (i.e., to determine how an option may change the
SCES result for a catchment).

The methodology, evaluation and sample calculations of the SCES are discussed in Appendix G.
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Site/Project Evaluation Checklist

To help support the option evaluation framework, the BBTG developed a second tool: The Site/Project
Evaluation Checklist. This tool is meant to aid in preliminary screening or analysis for projects at the
conceptual stage before it is put forward for further consideration. It helps identify perceived benefits of a
project as they relate to the watershed objectives.
The checklist consists of two parts: a subjective analysis and a quantitative analysis as shown in Table 4-9.
The subjective analysis is a series of questions to which a subjective response, based on professional and
experienced judgement, is gathered. The quantitative analysis requires more technical and feasibility
investigations, but is meant to occur at a conceptual design level. It may help to identify where more
detailed technical investigations are required. The quantitative analysis will ultimately include the SCES
results.
The following points characterize the use of this checklist:
§

It does not replace established local government and senior agency approval processes for projects. It
is rather meant to help agencies sift through the many ideas or suggestions that come forward on
projects that should be pursued. The checklist should help to ensure that all considerations and
consequences of a project are well thought through (e.g., upstream and downstream impacts,
community acceptance/involvement, etc.). The BBTG identified that the checklist is most useful as an
additional screening tool when comparing projects that have similar costs and benefits (i.e., options
presented as alternatives for achieving similar specific objectives often at a specific site or similar
scale) for priority-setting purposes.

§

The quantitative analysis is set up with columns indicating predicted and measured (i.e., after project
completed) impacts. This is a reminder for project managers to budget for and conduct post-project
evaluations so that decision making can continually be improved – and that the watershed learning
objective is achieved.

§

The use of the checklist will depend on the nature of the project, particularly for the quantitative
analysis. Users of the checklist are expected to exercise professional judgement on what quantitative
investigations and to what level of detail are reasonably affordable, achievable or necessary for the
project at the conceptual stage. For this reason, some of the quantitative decision factors are not
specifically defined, and those listed are offered as suggestions.

In short, the checklist is meant as a guide only, as the BBTG recognized that the proponent, approval
process, and required expertise, referrals and broader stakeholder input varies from project to project.
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TABLE 4-9: SITE/P ROJECT EVALUATION CHECKLIST

Project Name:

Proponent(s):

Description:

Location:

Part 1: Subjective Decision Factors
How well is project expected to address the watershed planning
objectives below?

Score
Minimal / Moderate /
Significant?

Protect, enhance aquatic and/or terrestrial habitat
Improve water quality
Minimize property damage, safety impacts due to flooding
Minimize erosion
Enhance recreation / aesthetics
Enhance education & involvement
Minimize costs
Does project classify as rehabilitation, enhancement or protection?
Does project fit into the overall management plan for the watershed?

Other factors:

Yes / No / Maybe?

Can project be linked or add-on to other projects to reduce costs?
Does project avoid negative upstream or downstream impacts?
Does project have positive upstream or downstream impacts?
Does project address source of problem rather than treat the symptom?
Is the project likely to have political support?
Is the project likely to have community support?
Will it be relatively easy to implement (mechanism in place, or potential resources
identified)?
Are there potential cost sharing arrangements for the project?
Will the project act as a stepping stone for future improvement?
Will the project help build support for continued community involvement and stewardship?
Are there minimal ongoing management or maintenance concerns?
Do we have the authority to implement the project?
Are increases to liability or financial exposure kept to a minimum?
Is the project likely to succeed (not too technically demanding)?
Is project implementation and monitoring likely to increase the scientific and management
understanding of the watershed system?
Does the project provide an opportunity to increase public learning?
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Before project

After project
Expected
Measured

Flooding
Hydraulic Grade Line (flood elevation)
Area of land flooded (ha)
Flood damage assessment ($)
Length of roadway flooded (km)
Erosion (identify causes: e.g., natural channel movement or
soil types, change in hydrology, bank destabilization by human
or animal activity, etc.)
Identify decision factor to reflect change in erosion due to cause
(e.g., velocity, erosion extent - % area or length, etc.)
Stream Corridor Evaluation System results for
Recreation/Habitat potential (see system based on GPS
mapping and stream inventory)

(weighted subscore from
SCES)

Fish Accessibility / Habitat
Riparian Buffer
Channel
Public Access
Catchment Condition
Water Quality (note – some WQ factors included in SCES
score)
Does water quality meet existing water quality objectives for
the Brunette Basin? (% objective exceedance, etc.)
Benthic Index of Biological Integrity (B-IBI)
Other?
Cost
Present value
Performance
Reduced environmental impacts
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ACTION AND IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

With the lessons learned while stepping through the planning process, and the experience gained through
the projects undertaken, the BBTG proposes the following guiding principles, next steps and
implementation recommendations for consideration by the public and stakeholder agencies. Timing of the
next steps and implementation schedule will be determined by the individual stakeholder agencies and is
influenced by budgetary constraints and other agency priorities. The guiding principles and next steps
stem from two areas:
•

lessons learned and follow up tasks for the projects initiated; and,

•

consideration and implementation of the watershed key option themes and strategic options.

It is important to note here that there are many existing policies and processes in place, occurring at
different scales that are addressing issues related to urban watershed planning. The Still Creek- Brunette
Basin Issues and Proposed Actions Draft Report (SCBBWG, 1996), and the Brunette
Projects/Programs List in Appendix A, provide fairly comprehensive lists of existing or proposed
programs, policies and bylaws among the watershed stakeholder agencies. Stakeholder agencies will need
to consider the guiding principles and recommendations below in the context of their own policies and
programs, and the course of action and work programs developed will vary among the agencies as a
result.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, The Livable Region Strategic Plan, the Liquid Waste Management Plan, the
regional Stormwater Management Plan, as well as local government OCP’s, all provide a context for the
Brunette watershed plan. As these plans are backed by legislation, it is important that further
consideration of the guiding principles and recommendations, and further work in Brunette watershed
management and planning, continue to be consistent with these other planning processes.
In addition, there are related issues that are being dealt with through other processes that may have an
impact on future planning and management decisions in the Brunette. Examples of these are:
•

Policy development on contaminated groundwater discharges to sanitary, stormwater system or other
alternatives as appropriate, reduction of SSOs, official designation of water uses for major water
bodies, and ambient receiving environment monitoring in areas where water quality is potentially
affected by stormwater. These will be dealt with on a regional basis through further work by
committees proposed to be struck upon approval of the Stage 2 LWMP (GVRD, Draft August 1999);

•

Development of the Streamside Protection Policy Directives of the provincial Fish Protection Act.
The province is leading a consultation program and pilot tests with municipalities in 1999 and early
2000 to develop and confirm these directives; and,

•

Greenways planning along streams and associated issues of site management for potentially competing
uses (e.g., habitat, recreation, and utilities). This is a significant area in watershed planning, as
evidenced by the guiding principles below under Stream Corridor Protection, and Integrated
Approach. Decisions for planning and management along Greenway streams will ultimately reflect
municipal community values through land use planning processes and the pending provincial
streamside directives. It is hoped that the information and approach presented in this watershed plan
will be considered in the planning processes for Greenway streams.
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4.5.1

Brunette Basin Guiding Principles

I.

Impervious Area

II.

The increase of impervious area should be minimized and stakeholder agencies should
strive for long-term reduction of existing impervious area through Best Management
Practices (BMPs).
Stream Corridor Protection

III.

4.5.2

A.

Stakeholder agencies should protect existing stream habitat and riparian areas and
establish an effective buffer over the long-term.

C.

Development within the watershed should employ stormwater Best Management
Practices (BMPs) to reduce post development runoff and maintain and augment
baseflows.

D.

New in-stream structures should be designed to accommodate fish passage.

E.

The stream corridors should be protected and managed with a balanced approach to
stormwater conveyance, protection of life and property from flooding, aquatic and
terrestrial habitat protection and recreational use.

F.

The watershed strategies developed under the plan must be cost effective, affordable and
reliable.

Integrated Approach (BBTG discussions evolved this section from its initial Source Control
title to more fully reflect its intended purpose)
A.

The strategic options should be integrated with land use planning, operations and
maintenance, development programs, and other agency programs.

B.

Stormwater management and stream enhancement activities within the watershed should
be coordinated to provide continued and effective partnership and participation among all
levels of government, regulatory agencies, businesses and the local community.

Continuing Programs and Next Steps

The BBTG has identified a number of future steps for watershed stakeholder agencies to build on the
watershed planning work described in this plan:
1.

Maintain, update and continue to build GIS database. This tool has proven to be highly valuable in
analyzing, sharing, and communicating data on the watershed. Several data coverages were not yet
available to complete the preliminary calculations for the draft Stream Corridor Evaluation System,
including the stream classification for instream works for municipal streams and information on
existing Right of Ways. Much of the data, such as the stream inventory data, represents a snapshot
in time and will require updating from time to time.

2.

Continue developing and refine the draft Stream Corridor Evaluation System and Site/Project
Checklist as appropriate and useful to the watershed stakeholder agencies. The bases of these were
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developed as potential tools. If and how these tools are developed as useful products will depend on
experimental use and appropriate adjustments by stakeholder agencies.
3.

Proceed with recommendations from Preliminary Flood Reduction Alternatives for the Still
Creek - Brunette River System report (GVRD-O&M, August 1999). This includes development of
a flood management strategy that considers both technical and land use management options, and
establishing the design storm for flood control.

4.

Proceed with the next steps for the Integrated Stormwater Management Strategy for Stoney
Creek Watershed (KWL-CH2M, February 1999), the first of which is to embark on a
communications program to review the draft plan and refine and confirm the next steps with
stakeholders.

5.

Prepare other subwatershed stormwater management plans to identify and develop appropriate
strategies for stormwater conveyance and stream protection programs.

6.

Continue public review process. In particular, review of this draft plan prior to finalization.

7.

Continue developing relationship with business stakeholders and coordinate with existing and future
communication initiatives (e.g., BCIT’s Watershed Pledge Program).

8.

Determine what indicators are desired to monitor progress toward all the watershed objectives, and
develop monitoring strategy. The example decision criteria, draft Stream Corridor Evaluation
System and Site/Project Evaluation Checklist developed by the BBTG can be used as reference
starting points for suggesting monitoring indicators. With regard to environmental monitoring
indicators, future work of the regional environmental review committee and stormwater management
committee proposed in the Stage 2 LWMP, as well as that of academic institutions, should be
considered. It should be noted that water quality data related to provincial objectives was not readily
available for all catchments in the preliminary draft Stream Corridor Evaluation System, although it
was felt that water quality was an important factor to include.

9.

Explore methods or models to resolve outstanding questions in the area of governance and finance
for watershed planning and management. There are several questions is this area which the BBTG
did not have the opportunity to explore, and it is likely that some may need to be explored at a
different level than a forum such as the BBTG. For example:
§

Does the existing governance system adequately support watershed planning and enable it to
succeed?

§

How will consensus be reached on setting priorities for work programs among the affected
watershed jurisdictions?

§

How will a minimum standard and consistency among the policies and bylaws of the various
watershed jurisdictions be ensured?

§

Does the current governance and financing structure for the Brunette Basin, as outlined in
Appendix H Notes on Authority and Funding Mechanisms, allow for the most efficient and
effective management of resources (e.g., administration and funding) to put toward achieving
the watershed objectives?
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The experience of methods and models from other jurisdictions, including their structures and funding
mechanisms, should be researched. If the stakeholder agencies conclude that a more appropriate
model for the Brunette exists, the development of that model could also serve as a pilot for other
multi-jurisdictional watersheds.

4.5.3

Implementation Recommendations

Finally, the BBTG proposes the following recommendations to initiate plan implementation:
1. That the vision, objectives and guiding principles for the watershed be adopted by all
stakeholder agencies.
2. That the proposed strategic management options be approved in principle and detailed
work program be developed for approval by stakeholder agencies in accordance with the
elements contained in the watershed plan. Table 4-6 – Strategic Options and Actions Table, and
Table 4-7 – Proposed Actions by Stakeholder Agencies, presented in Section 4.4.3, and the next steps
proposed above (Section 4.5.2), can be used as reference starting points for developing work
programs.
3. That consideration is given to the establishment of a watershed coordinating committee.
Such a committee would help ensure that a watershed approach for the Brunette Basin continues, by
helping to:
•

fulfill the LWMP Stormwater Management Plan’s guiding principle of striving to plan at the watershed
scale;

•

coordinate and harmonize stormwater management and stream enhancement projects within the
watershed;

•

provide opportunities for partnerships and participation, pooling of funding, and sharing of resources
and expertise;

•

facilitate the exchange of information between stakeholders and with other processes such as the
stormwater management and environmental assessment work of the Liquid Waste Management Plan;

•

continue to develop and refine the Stream Corridor Evaluation System (SCES) and consider its role in
watershed management decisions and environmental performance monitoring;

•

monitor plan implementation and effectiveness, including preparation of a biennial watershed progress
report; and,

•

encourage watershed activities that are in accordance with, or in the spirit of the vision, objectives,
strategic options and guiding principles for the watershed presented in this plan.

If the plan is approved, detailed Terms of Reference and structure for the coordinating committee should
be developed.
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4. That continuing the programs and carrying out the next steps as identified in Section 4.5.2
of this plan be considered as part of the mandate of the proposed coordinating committee.
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